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Found Big Bird Inside a Fish.

to take U. M. C. Cartridges and Shot Shells with
you on you1, hunting trips.

U. M. C. Cartridges
are preferred by the old hunters. No matter
what make of rifle —U. M. C. Cartridges will
give best results. Over 300 different styles.
T o u r dealer c a rries U. M . C.— A sk fo r it.

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
Bride-enort Conn

A gency, 313 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Depot,86-88 FirstSt-, San Francisco, CaiDI luk e p<>rL,

For the First Spring Fishing for Landlocked Salmon and
Square Tailed Trout, go to the

RANGELEY

LAKE

RANGELEY,

HOUSE,

MAINE.

Send for Illustrated Booklet, free.
RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL COMPANY. Rangeley, Maine,
John B. Marble, President.
Henry M. Burrows, Treasurer.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
E WISH to announce to the public that we have leased a large territory at the foot of
Kennebago lake and have built there a set of camps which we will open to our pa
trons and friends the coming season. This new establishment in connection with
our camps at Beaver Bond will give our guests the manifold advantages of a very large
tract in which to hunt and fish. Our guests will be able to get both lake and stream fishing
and fish of excellent size both salmon and trout may be had. We have our own steamboat on
Kennebago lake,’also buck boards making two or more trips daily from Rangeley Lake House
to connect with our steamers. Daily mail service is assured, also both telephone and tele
graph connections. All telegrams will be immediately forwarded from Rangeley. We wish
to say that either of our establishments are ideal places for women and children. The alti
tude is high, 2000 feet, thus making hay fever and like diseases unknown. Our terms are
$2.00 per day per person; $1.25 for guides’ board. We furnish reliable guides on application.
Parties can leave Boston at 9 o’clock a. m., on either the Eastern or Western division of the
Boston & Maine railroad for Portland. Maine Central to Farmington and the Sandy River
and Phillips & Rangeley railroads to Rangeley. or from Portland via Maine Central to Rumford Junction. Portland & Rumford Falls railroad to South Rangeley and the Rangeley
Lakes steamboats to Rangeley. From Rangeley our buckboards convey parties direct to our
camps. All inquiries cheerfully answered. Write us early for any particulars; we are sure
we can satisfy you. We make special rates by the month. Let us hear from you that we
may reserve some of our best accommodations for you. Address

W

Ed Grant & Sons., Kennebago or Beaver Pond, Me.
CLOVER

LEAF

. A remarkable catch was made Satur
day by a fisherman at Orr’s Eland.
Besse Black, one of the best known of
the lower bay fishermen, was out on
the banks and succeeded in landing a
handsome 35-pound cod. There was
nothing particularly extraordinary no
ticed about the. fish until alter Mr. j
Black had returned to his home and bad
started to dress it. Then he discovered
on cutting it open that it contained a j
large bird and when finally the feathery
creature was removed it was found to
be a large devil bird, which is about the
size of a gull and is one of the Coot j
family.
How the bird happened into the stom
ach of the cod was a mystery for it was
easy to see that it had not been eaten
by the fish and must simply have forced
its way into the cod alive.
The only possible explanation of the
remarkable affair was that the cod was
evidently making its way straight up to
the surface of the water at the same
t'.rne that the devil bird was making a
dive downward in search of food and
j that the two came together fairly, t ,e
cod opened its mouth just at the right
time and the poor devil bird unable to
stop its flight downward through the
water simply went into the cod’s mouth
and the fish finished the act by swallo w
ing him.
The fact that the bird was inside the
cod did not seem to bother the latter in
the least and when he was pulled over
the side of the boat by Mr. Black he
was as lively as any codfish would be
under similar conditions.
Mr. Black showed the cod with the
bird inside to a large number of people
at Orr’s Island and all were unanimous
in declaring that the sight was a most
remarkable one, although some of the
old timers had heard of such things
happening before. —Portland Express.

Some of the Good Ones That Have Gone
on Record Recently.

Are just what you have been look
ing for. They will make all kinds ofp;
bait float upright and appear natural
whether the bait is alive or dead.
Wonderfully effective in the capture L
of salmon, lake trout, bass, pike, pick - eHEPT7
erel, etc. Try these rigs for salmon
when the ice goes out and convince
clover leaf gang.
yourself of their superiority over all other tackle. Will catch fish under all
^ conditions.
] Write for booklet and prices and
d order through your dealer.
W.

Whitehall,

E.

KOCH,
New York.

C L O V E R L E A F CASTING HOOK.

WALTER I>. HINDS,
“ I ’m going to reel in and see if I ’ve
Maine’s Leading Taxidermist, Portland, Me. ' got anything on. ”
Fiider Lafayette Hotel.
“ All right, I ’m going to reel in mine
1)42 Conjiress Street.

N ew V ineyard , May 5, 1905.
Great sport! Yes, that is what <ve’ve
been having at Sheet’s pond; there has
been no great amount of fishing done
here yet as compared with the other
sonds around, but the fishing has been
hard to beat.
The ice left this pond the 25th of
April and since that date the big 6 and
8-pound salmon and lake trout have
been taken in good numbers and the
best of it is there has been no small
ones taken not more than one or two
under 3 pounds.
We list a few of the lucky ones but
space will not permit us to give a com
plete record: Mr. Dickey of Strong,
7 1-2-pound salmon; Fred Voter, lake
trout, 8 pounds; George Barker, salmor,
•5 pounds; Edwin Morton, salmon, 5
pounds; Fred Morton, lake trout, 4 1 2
and 3 1-2 pounds; Ed Abbott, salmon, 8
pounds. W. E. McLain holds the rec
ord for the length of time fishing, land
ing two salmon of 6 pounds each in less
than one hour.
Messrs. Smith and Turner are build
ing an addition on t.ieir new cottage,
which is as fine a one as will be found
on an / pond around here. Messrs. Mc
Lain and Lee will soon begin on iheir
new cottage we understand, while
others are in different stages of com
pletion. Surely this will be one of the
nrted lakes of Maine in years to come
if McLain and others keep stocking it
up with fish.
38-55 S port.

SHOTGUNS

FREE: Send name

and address

on a postal card for our large illustrated catalogue.

W IN C H E S T E R R E P E A T IN G A R M S CO .. N e w HAVEN. CONN.

I T ’S A G U A R A N T E E O F Q U A L I T Y .

2 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
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in T w e lv e

^

Years.

EVER Y REEL W A R R A N T E D .
Over 800 Styles and Sizes.
BOOKLETS

s t a n d a r d

MAILED

FREE.

L

m e t a

mT n u A

A

g o o d s

to^

Bi rd and Animal Cages,
C ag e Specialties,Fishing Reels,
Artificial Baits, Spoons, Etc.
C H A I N — Brass, Bronze, Steel and Iron.
W IR E P I C T U R E C O R D .

198-Page Tackle Catalogue on Receipt of 25 Cents.
TH E ANDREW B . H E N D R Y X C O . N t * Haven Conn ., U S A

To Camp Ow nrs.

DON’T FORGET THE ’05 EDITION,
SW EET’S POND.

[Special Correspondence to Ma in e W oods ]

GANGS AND

REPEATING

No matter how big the bird, no matter how heavy its plumage or
swift its flight, you can bring it to bag with a long, strong,
straight shooting W inchester Repeating Shotgun. R esults are what
count. They always give the best results in field, fowl or trap
shooting, and are sold within reach of everybody’s pocketbook.

Sportsmen’s Guide Book

“ In The Maine Woods., II
Bangor & Aroostook R. R.
192 pages, over 100 half-tone and color
illustrations. Sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address Dept. I.
C. C. BROWN, G. P. & T. A..
Bangor, Maine.

Many owners of camps who have
Maine W oods regularly but who have
had no camp news in our columns for a
long time past, if ever, would do well
to send us a little news about their peo
ple and their attractions. We would
print it and it would pay the camps
well. We like to have mail sent to us
as early as Monday for the current
week, when possible.
J. W. B rackett Co.,

Phillips, Maine.

THE

RANGELEY

LAKES.

T H E V A C A T I O N S E A S O N is not complete without a trip to
this region.
T H E R U M FO R D F A L L S L IN E reaches direct and makes
close connections with the steamers for all points on the Lakes.
T H R O U G H P U L L M A N P A R L O R C A R S between Portland
and Oquossoc during the Tourist Season.
Booklet and time table mailed upon application to
R. C. B R A D F O R D . Traffic Manager, Portland. Maine.

To the fisherman, there is no music like the hum of thfc reel, no

and see if anything has been chewing
sport so rare as that of playing the
I P A Y E X P R E S S on Heads and Fish sent to
!
me for mouninK. Best work, handsome carved the bait.”
panels. W. H. Hatch, Cornish, Me.
They both reel in and subject the
MOCCASINS. All kinds. First-class workman baits to a microscopic examination.
ship. Catalogue free.
M. L. Getchell & Co.. Monmouth, Me.
“ No, I don’t see the tiniest tooth
mark on my bait. ”
E. A. BUCK <fc COMPANY,
Bangor,
Maine“ Do you suppose this rod would sink
Sporting Moccasins all kinds.
if I dropped it overboard?”
Send for Catalogue.
“ Now let’s both pull out all the line
With the Amateurs.
T A K E N IN T H E
we have and see if we can’t catch a big
Special c o rr e s p o n d e n c e t o M a i n e W o o d s .)
one. ”
I “ Oh I got one!”
R a n g e l e y , May 9, 1905.
“ Hang to him hard!”
he fishing season is now on and there
‘ Oh dear,—there I guess he’s gone.
soon be many amateur fishermen
!
Yes
he’s gone. Do you suppose he
he w aters—two in a boat. This
Six Sebago Fish.
save the guide the trouble of talk- wiggled off or did he jerk off?”
“ I guess he must have wiggled off.”
One of the best catches at Lake Se
and answering questions. The foland the many Hotels and Camps furnish excellent accommodations
“ Yes, I think so too. I didn’t feel bago is reported by A. E. Poole of
ing dialogue is a sample of what
him jerk very hard.”
Portland
who
returned
recently
with
to all. W rite for illustrated booklet to
;t in some cases be endured.
“ Do you suppose it was a big one?” ■six bouncing fish. Five of them were
Did you get a nibble?
“ Let’s try farther out in the lake.” salmon and the largest tipped the scale
G . M. V O SE , Kingfield, Me„
F. N. B E A L , Phillips, Me.,
No, did you?”
etc.
Iat exactly ten pounds. The sixth fish
Supt F. & M. Ry.
Supt. S. R. R. R.
No, wonder if I ’ve got enough line
Iwas a lake trout and weighed four
Camp In the City.
pounds. Mr. Poole had as guide C. H.
?”
Mr. Harry Chapman of the Bangor Mains of North Windham and there is
I don’t know. How much have
House and the S. L. Crosby Co. taxi- | no better on that lake or any other. At
?”
edermists, who had charge of the Main Sebago the fishing continues fine and
I don’t know. I ’m going to pull out end of the Sportsmen’s show in New
, the weather now is so mild that it is a
ie more.”
York last spring, has rebuilt the birch distinct pleasure to be out, whether the
ne of them makes a slight rnove- bark camp that was at the show, on
j fish are biting or not. Most of the Port
We often get enquiries from parties who want a bunch of circulars of
it and ; he other exclaims,
the Bangor House grounds. Mr. Chap land men who have recently been there
man will use it for a den and it will be report good success and all are enthusiDid something grab your pole?”
camps and hotels in Maine and of Railroad and Steamboat lines. We
a very nice one, indeed—very attrac , astic over the situation. Mr. Mains
No, feel anything grab yours?”
tive for a sportsman like Mr. Chapman was in towm recently and was makin, send these free of charge for the benefit of advertisers in Maine W oodf
Where are the fish, anyway?”
I think they’ve gone to the bot- and his friends to sit down and talk i arrangements for other parties to try
over their trips to the woods.
1their luck.
and our readers.
Maine Woods Information Bureau, Phillips, Maine.
i

Spotted Trout or
Landlocked Salmon

Dead River Region or

The Rangeley Lakes,

INFORMATION FREE.

MAINE
CLEAR WATER CAMPS.

NEWS FROM RANGELEY,

WOODS,

MAY

THOMPSON POND CLEAR.

LOTS OF DEAD SMELTS FLOATING Fine Fishing Continues and Some Good PORTLAND PARTIES MAKE A
CHASE.
ON THE WATER.
Records Made.
Village Boys Have Great Luck F ;shing
From the Footbridge. Not Looking
For Many Sportsmen Until May 20.
[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]

Rangeley , May, 8, 1905.
The ice is out and the weather is fine,
but a heavy wind has interfered some
what with the fishing on the lake.
E.
O. Noyes from Brockton was
the village over Sunday. He trolled all
day .Saturday with Bert Herrick but
got no fish. He says there are lots of
dead smelts floating on the surface.
It is a mystery yet unsolved why the
smelts die in this manner nearly every
spring, but one thing seems pretty
certain about it: the fish cannot be
caught at the time the smelts are dy
ing. Trout and salmon both feed on
smelts and if one is caught it is found
to be full of them. The period, how
ever, is short, beginning as soon as the
ice is out and lasting a week or ten
days when the supply runs out and the
fish are ready for something else.

The village boys are having great
success fishing from the footbridge.
On Saturday Harold Fuller caught 15
pounds of trout. Others got 5 and 10
pounds, but Harold was the only one to
get the full quota. No salmon were
taken and the largest trout weighed
1 1-2 pounds.

[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]

May 9, 1905.
The fine fishing of the early spring
[is still holding good, and large trout
and salmon from 4 to 15 pounds in
weight are being killed daily. Among
the many good catches of this past
week we record the following:
in Sumner Austin, Frank Lane guide,
togue, 15 1-2; salmon, 4 pounds.
John Daniels, lake trout, 10 pounds.
Joe Russell, lake trout, 7 pounds.
Gus Hescock, salmon, 11, 7, 6 and 8
pounds.
E. G. Gay, Frank Lans guide, salm
on, 5 and 6 pounds.
“ H. L. Gay, Joe Russell guide, salmon,
5 1-2, 4 and 5 pounds.
A. W. Burke, Perley Smith guide,
salmon, 12, 7, 5 and 5 pounds.
Dr. Aldridge, Frank RacklifT guide,
lake trout, 5 and 4 pounds.
Dr. Bishop, Perley Smith guide,
salmon, 7 and 8 pounds; lake trout, 6 1-2
pounds.
Fred Whitting, John Higgins guide,
salmon, 4, 5 1-2 and 7 pounds.
Frank West, Perley Smith guide,
salmon, 11 pounds.

C.
L. Hamden finished his winter’s
work on snowshoes on Saturday. He
has had no trouble in disposing of as
many as he could make though he has
turned out nearly 100 pairs.
A popular hotel man on the Mooselookmeguntic lake says he is not ex
pecting many guests till about the 20th
of May. He says they have laid their
plans for a date when the ice would
surely be out and must be governed ac
cordingly.
A. S. Arnburg, a Rangeley boat
builder, who was clerk at Kennebago
for many years, will again be doing
duty there in the same capacity the
coming summer.
Mountain View House.
[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]
Mountain V iew , May 10, 1905.

A llen ’s Mills , F armington,

12,

1905.
S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L IE S

PUR

Engine Has Convulsions and One of the

Canvas
Row Boats
and Canoes.

Crew Starts for Shore on Foot.
“Penobscot” Model, Guides’ Sponson and Special Elegance Canoe.
Write for our 1905 Catalogue.
Brooks Alive With Fishermen.
CARLETON.CANOE COMPANY,

-

Out of sight- air chambers.
Old Town, Maine.

Box 109,

[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]

Oxford, May 6, 1905.

The ice left Thompson pond April 24,
and since then large numbers of togue
have been taken from all parts of the
pond, also several 2 and 3-pound trout
and from the head of the pond a few
salmon.
Portland parties have purchased
Maguier’s island and it is'rumored will
build camps there.
Local fishermen are spending much
time at their camps and on the pond.
Joe Jacques, who has a good camp, has
purchased a steam launch using oil as
fuel. A party started in it for his camp
the other day, ran on an unchartered
stump in the channel and stranded
When the ex-officio engineer shut off
steam he also turned on oil with the re
sult that the engine had convuls ons and
enveloped the boat in smoke. One of
the crew got nervous and started for
the shore on foot, but finally returned
to the boat after matters were adjusted
and all continued their voyage.
Another camp owner has ordered a
large powder dory, and a third will put

CUMMINGS’S CAMPS.
Party Arrive Who Have Been There An
nually For Five Years.
[Special correspondence to M a in e W o o d s .]

S quare Lake , May 7, 1905.

A.

S.

ARNBURG,

Rangeley,

Builder of Rangeley Boats.

Maine,

Write "for Prices.

H. M. BARRETT, Weld, Maine.
Builder of Fine Cedar Boats.
HE£'=“Write for price list and descriptive Catalog.
C. IT. TH AW HKK. 104 Exchange St., Bangor,
Manufacturer of Canvas Canoesand Row Boats.
Rangeley models a specialty._____
*1

THE ROD THAT LEADS.

Ice is clear from the lakes and the F. E. Thomas. Manufacturer, Bangor, Maine.
Write for Catalogue.
sportsmen are already beginning to
arrive. Old timers, who have been
FISH IN G RODS
here from year to year, say that they
New
on Rangeley Lake House
never saw the trout and landlocked grounds.storeCall
and see my line of
salmon bite so well.
Rangeley Wood and Split Bamboo Rods.
The water is at present very low in
E. T. H O A R , .
the lakes, as there has been no rain to Rangeley,
Maine.
speak of since last fall, but for all that,
business will be good at Square lake
Make Your Own
this season, for the fish are biting
Smokeless Powder.
finely.
We will send you £ practical formula for the
Mr. S. Fred Cummings and wife will | best
Smokeless Powder for $2. Perfectly safe to
make. No apparatus required. Pound costs 30c
return from Port Orange, Florida, the or
less. Makes 200 charges. Free samples of pow
15th inst. He reports having had a der by express or one pound for $1. Ask for tes
and infsrmation.
good business this past winter at his timonials
BLATCHLEY & CAMPBELL, Chemists,
Welsboro,
Penn.
hotel.
The first arrivals at Square lake
came the 6th and were Messrs. Her
bert Lawton, L. H. Fitch and George
Singleton of Boston, Mass. This party
— OFhas been with us for the past five
years and we are always glad to see
them. Saturday afternoon between 4
and 6 o’clock Mr. Lawton landed two
landlocked salmon and three square
By Express, $5.00.
tailed trout that tipped the scales at
26 1-2 pounds, the largest salmon 7 1-2
pounds, the largest square tail, 5 1-2
R, M. NASON,
pounds.
180
Exchange
St., - Bangor( Me.
Dr. Flint and Mr. Hardy Sawyer of
Fort Kent are spending a few days
with us and enjoying the fishing.
The Kicker.

The Best Wall Map

MAINE

[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]

All Around.
Sunday morning Joe Fish, who re
sides near Berkeley Springs, W. Va.,
encountered a big wild-cat chasing a
squirrel. He went home for his son,
and on his return found the cat still in
pursuit of his prey. After a hard fight
he killed it. The animal weighed 26
pounds and was the first killed in that
neighborhood in recent years.

The weather has not been such as to
Visitors at the office of the secretary
of state can almost always count on
insure the best of fishing still there
have been many good catches thus far.
A modern angler. He’s using a rod made by F. E. Thomas, Bangor, Maine. finding Arthur I Brown, the deputy
secretary, at his desk in the depart
Mr. E. O. Noyes of Brockton Mass.,
ment, but for all ti at Mr. Brown, who
who arrived last week has taken sever
THEY WERE PLEASED.
1an auxiliary motor in one of his boats.
al weighing between three and four
is
an enthusiastic and also a successful
This same man rigged one of his boats
pounds. Parties stopping at some of Clear Water Fishermen Are Pleasantly
fisherman, finds time during the season
j as a sail-boat two years ago and tried
the other camps have also secured some
to indulge his fancy and yet be in the
j the trick so many have tried and given
Surprised One Day Recently.
good ones.
office when the hour arrives for him to
;
up,
either
because
they
were
not
fool
(Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .)
Without doubt there will be many ar
hardy enough or were too much so. For be there. Wednesday was one of these
A llen ’s Mill , May 10, 1905.
rivals by next week. The ice leaving
times. Mr. Brown was working as
a
Here is one from Clear Water that is while he sailed, escaping capsizing by usual and nothing about him or in his
earlier than had been anticipated,
loading extra quantities of stove iron
people were not ready to leave for the vouched for by reliable men of Farm
and sand and the bad spirit of the pond conversation indicated that he had done
ington
as
the
truth.
Leo
Russell
and
fishing grounds on such short notice.
otherwise than gone to the state house,
Fred Townsend were at Clear Water j finding the usual means of destroying after he had eaten his breakfast and
sail-boats
ineffective,
tried
another
and
one day recently and after trolling for
read the morning paper. But finally
The Maples.
several hours without a strike they 1one day the boat, low in the water and it leaked out in another part of the
[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]
slow
to
turn,
failed
to
meet
a
white
cap
landed and went ashore for a drink of
building that he had got up early that
W eld , May 10, 1905.
water and left their rods with about 150 fairly, the water broke over the low morning and had gone out on CobbosIt has been rather cold and windy feet of line out in the boat.
gun wale and the boat went down, the
seecontee fishing; and more than that
for fishing this week, nevertheless
They were gone from the boat only a crew escaping however, thus faring he had caught a handsome salmon. The
some good catches have been made.
better
than
their
predecessors.
few minutes but when they returned
The brooks are alive with fishermen, fish weighed 3 pounds or more and gave
Following are some of the records:
they found their rods that they had left
D.
W. Howe and wife, Rumford lying gracefully in the bottom of the but no large catches have been made as his captor about fifteen minutes of very
yet.
B ruce S tewart .
lively work. Mr. Brown had no land
Falls, seven trout.
boat, dancing all kinds of stunts, acting
ing net with him, but by tipping the
C. P. Howe^Dixfield, four trout and
MEGANTIC CLUB.
as if they were trying to scrap. They
boat
so that one rail was nearly awash
salmon.
—
rushed to them and picked them up and
he succeeded in landing the salmon in
H. P. Marsh, Dixfield, two trout.
M-gantic
Clubhouse
to
Be
Opened
May
15
immediately discovered that the cause
the boat very skilfully.—Kennebec
F.
H. Keene and wife, Dixfield, two
For Guests.
of the commotion was out in the lake
Journal.
trout.
The
clubhouse
and
camps
of
the
Me
and on reeling in they found attached gantic Fish and Game association will
Messrs. G. A. Bonney, Levi Adams,
Hon. S. W. Carr, insurance commis
to
the lines one 9 3-4-pound and one 1be opened for guests on the 15th day of
A. E. Trask and L. A. Bump of Wilton
sioner, is high line among the state
6 1-2-pound togue.
;
May,
with
W.
L.
Jones
as
steward
at
took eleven trout, averaging 11-2
the clubhouse; John Parnell at the Big house officials. The commissioner has
pounds each.
Island camps; E. S. "Sp ague at Chain not put in much time at his cottage on
new advertisements .
of Ponds camps; Dexter J. Woodbury the shores of Cobbosseecontee, this
A. D. Kidder of Rumford Falls got
Portland & Rumford Falls railroad at Island Pond camps and Ed Sprague
two trout and John Towne of Portland
spring, but one morning recently, when
changes
time.
at the Big Northwest.
got nine.
Laflin & Rand Powder Co.
Work is progressing rapidly in the he came in from a short trip to the lake
Dr. Walter I. Hoyt, city physician of
Dupont Smokeless.
way of preparation for the guests as he brought with him a 6-pound salmon
Sandy River railroad.
there is an unusual large number and a handsome one. The fish was not
Waltham, Mass., got 21 trout and two
booked for the opening of the fishing
Franklin & Megantic railroad.
salmon.
Portland & Rumford Falls railroad.
season. The ice has not broken up in on exhibition at the state house, as its
W. H. Hatch, Cornish, Me.
all of the ponds yet and there is still owner shipped it away, but those who
Bears Captured In Carthage.
J esse Bentley, Sunderland, Vt.
some snow in the woods which will saw it said that it was a dandy and that
House to let.
need a few more days of warm sun. no state house fisherman had caught
[Special correspondence to M a in e W o o d s .]
Fishing
rods
free,
Riverside
Manu
Everybody is looking forward to a very
B erry Mills , May 8, 1905.
pleasant and successful season for the anything like it this season.—Kenne
facturing Co.
Last Thursday while N. S. Stowell
bec Journal.
Rangeley Lake3 Steamboat Co.
enthusiastic angler.
and M. P. Hawkins were cruising the
Blanchard lot for timber they run
onto a large bear and two cubs. The
old bear made off while the cubs went
up a tree. They took one of the cubs
a d left the other. They were willing
to split even with the old bear if she
ft
I
nature at it* beet, I
“
11
hare to offer what u be
would remain good natured.
yond question the most beautiful, and in every way, most desirable parcel of land
Deer are very plenty here this spring.
on the shores of Rangeley Lake. The property in question (about 42 acres in
They are seen daily in the fields. Three
all) is the well known point on the Southern Shore of that lake directly opposite to,
have been seen almost every night and
and looking down upon “ Maneskutuk ” the island paradise of Mr. Frederick s!
Dickson, of Philadelphia. I shall be pleased to send a circular with fall details,
morning for the past week within a
and price to anyone desiring to investigate this opportunity to secure a property
few rods of the Union church and High
without a rival on the ahores of Rangeley Lake.
school building.
Address J. W. BRACKBTT, P h illip *, Mmim0
Game wintered well in this locality.
Partridge and small game are very
abundant this spring, while moose,
bear and deer, have been seen here
within the past week. W inchester .

R angeley , May 9, 1905.
Maine W oods ought to have a col
umn under the above heading. A col
umn of jokes would be better, but ma
terial of that kind is far more difficult
to get. A kicker’s column would al
ways be filled.

The Rangeley kicker is on time this
spring. You can tell him by his down
cast look and plodding gait, as he toils
on under the burden of much abuse, a
helpless victim to the folly of others.
If he is a hotel man he thinks the
guides and state are trying to ruin his
business by prohibitive and arbitary
fish and game laws. He is logical, and
drives right into the heart of the sub
ject and is prepared to prove his state
ments by letters received from sports
men who do not like our doings and con
sequently expect to spend their summer
el ewh re, this year. He has figures
to show that the least restrictions there
are to fishing the better off he is just
at present, but he will not enter into
the subject of the probable results to
future genei’ations if the fish are left to
take care of themselves.
The hotel man is either short sighted
in this m atter or else he is inventing
some other source of entertainment for
his guests when the fishing plays out.
If the kicker is a guide, then look out.
He will tell you that summer is close
time on deer, but that the law is only a
moc- ery; that jacking parties kill them
just whenever and wherever they
choose.
One will say that, the fifteen pound
limit fish law is being overreached by
everyone who is fortunate enough to be
able to overreach it, and that the plugfishermen catch and throw back small
fish till they get two 5-pounders which
renders the new law in effect, exactly
like the old one. Others will say they
catch and kill 15 pounds of fish by plug
fishing and then troll home and say they
caught them all trolling.
If you are very fond of hunting and
fishing, and credit very much of tnis
kickers talk you are more than liable
to get into trouble with the authorities.
There is a kicker that has always
been abroad and who will exist as long
as the fish and game does. His special
ty is a calamity crier. He says there
are no fish or*v game left anywhere to
amount to anything, and that all hands
may as well turn too and clean it up as
quickly as possible, He has at hand a
few records of those who have slaught
ered promiscuously, and these are his
models and fair specimens of what is
being done.
Perhaps this kicker’s column would
make trouble, but it would be gratifying'to the kickers. The worse fault
with the scheme is the fact that these
kickers seldom agree on anything.
They have no organization, nor would
they give a cent or turn their hands
over in sunport of their doctorine.
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All Averages Again.

AMMUNITION
Which has attained Popularity

At Ridge town, Ont., April 21 and 22

Because of Superiority.

1st Amateur average, Thos. Upton,

277 ex 315

2nd Amateur average, C. Scane,

272 ex 315

3rd Amateur average, Harry Scane,

262 ex 315

Manufactured by
UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY,
Lowell, Mass., U. S. A.
The OLD
GUN
HOUSE

DuPont Smokeless.

Tine Guns
Rifles

Sportsmen’s Outfits, Ffne Rods and Fishing Tackle a Specialty.

BILLY SOULE’S CAMPS.

BALD MOUNTAIN CAMP NOTES.

,
----------—--- -----PEOPLE WHO WILL BE THERE IN THE | FISHING HAS STARTED IN SOMEm onth of m a y .

w hat

Billy Writes His People Not to Arrive Un Parties That Are to Arrive In May.
til May 15 as Conditions Will Be Bet
mer Clerk Here Again.

[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]

ter Then.
[S pecial correspondence to M a in e j W o o d s -]

P leasant I sland Camps , May 8, 1905.

Billy Soule, Haines Landing, pro
prietor of Pleasant Island Camps has
hired Jack Dunn of Lewiston to clerk
for him during the present season. Mr.
Dunn has a great many friends in Maine
and elsewhere who will be pleased to
meet him at Pleasant Island during the
month of May. Among them are:
Mr. Adams of the firm of Adams &
Ward well, New York; Mr. Ackerman
and party of five from Boston; Dr. A.
J. Rowell and party of eight from Port
land.
The help for Pleasant Island will ar
rive May 10 but Billy is writing his
prospective guests not to come until
May 15 as he thinks the weather con
ditions and the fishing will be so much
better then that they will be better sat
isfied than they would earlier in the
month.
Mrs. William Soule Dead.

Died in Waterville, May 6, 1905, at
the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Marco, Mrs. Lillian, wife of
William Soule of Pleasant Island Camps,
aged 34 years, 7 months.
Mrs. Soule, who had for a long time
been in poor health, was taken very ill
with brain trouble last week but was
not considered dangerous but a short
time, death coming suddenly.
Her husband, Mr. Soule, her sisters,
Mrs. Harry Pierce, Mrs. Arth ’r Beedy,
her brother, Mr. Bert. F. Marco and
wife of Portland, were called home and
every attention love and skill could do
was given.
Tuesday morning at St. Francis de
Sales church Requiem Mass was said
by Rev. Fr. LeGuennee and the burial
was in the family lot at Pine Grove
cemetery.
The altar was beautifully decorated
w’ith lilliqs, roses, pinks and tulips sent
by loving friends.
Among the relatives and friends
coming from out of town to attend the
funeral were Mrs. J. Morrisette and
daughters of Skowhegan, Miss Cornelia
T. Crosby of Phillips, Mr. Harry Pierce
and Mr. Fred Allen of Farmington.
Taxidermists Notes.
Mr. J. Waldo Nash, the Norway taxermist, known as Nash of Maine, is
; Haines Landing and has opened his
ixidermy store there.
Mr. W. D. Hinds, the Portland taxermist has opened his store at Haines
anding and will leave it in charge of
r. James an expert taxidermist who
in his employ regularly.
T A X ID E R M IS T S

NASH

For
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MAI NE,

Bald Mountain, May 8, 1905.

FISHING SEASON OPEN.

FOUND ON ISLAND.

Lande- Twenty-Seven Salmon In One Day
SKELETON
at White House and Birches.

OF MAN THAT MAY
SOLVE KNIGHT MYSTERY.

Price i cent a word each insertion
Stamps or cash with order.
W AN TS.

■Wanted position as chef for general sporting
camps by man of experience. References fur
nished. Wendell P, Williams, Bloomfield, Vt.
W A N T E D .-I would like to buy or rent a cheap
”
place, or build on some place where I could
spend a part of the fall hunting small game.
James W. North, 138 State St., Augusta, Me.
IXIANTED.—Several bear cubs in good healthy
’ ’ condition. State weight, age and lowest
cash price when answering. Address, George B.
MacLean, 100 Milam St,, Houston, Texas.

There are a few guests here and the
fishing has started in.
Grand Lake Stream , May 6, 1905.
Discovery Made by Capt. Barker and a
Among those who are expected here
The fishing season opened with the i
r'AMP TO LET.—Furnished hunting camp for
Party of Brunswick Men.
rent. No better country for big deer in Maine.
during the month of May are W. G. clearing of Grand lake April 28. The
Camps
will accommodate large party. Frank
[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]
Clark of North Attleboro, Mass.; Geo. fishermen have not arrived in great
Chick, Franklin Co.. Madrid, Me.
B emis, May 9, 1905.
Darton of Portland of the T. B. Davis numbers as yet, although a few have'
rPO LET.—Furnished camp, situated on the
branch of Sandy river, seven miles
Arms Co. and also a party of ten phy ! braved the earliness of the season. . The bleached skeleton of a man was fromnorth
Phillips. Three minutes’ walk from rail
sicians, surgeons and dentists from Professors White and Smyth of Har found on Toothaker island near Bemis road. Good fishing and hunting. Leased by day
season. For terms address. Box 276, Phillips,
Portland; Chas. L. Lonsdorf of Boston, vard arrived April 15, at The White | Sunday by Capt. Barker and a party of or
Maine.
general eastern agent of the seaboard House on the opening day, but the ice Brunswick men. Capt. Barker thinks
FOR SA LE .
air line; C. W. Fisher and family of not being out they stayed but four days this may be a solution of tne mysteryNorth Attleboro; Thomas A. Bassett of and made a date for later in June.
surrounding the disappearance of Rich DSTANTED.—Coon cats and kittens. I. T. Willet,
New Haven with four in the party; E.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Eaton of Calais ard Knight of Boothbay Harbor sup ' ’ South Portland, Me.
L. Hickson and family and R. Blackin- have just returned home after a 10 posed to have been seen last near Be POC KER SPANIEL for salt. Good hunter.
W. Bradbury, Farmington, Me.
ton, Jr., of North Attleboro with three days’ stay. They got the first of the mis in 1899.
COCKER SPANIEL PUPS for sale
in the party; Clement R. Hooper of fishing and reported well, making a
Knight went out hunting one morning DLACK
Address, Herbert Elwell, East win-™
Wilton,
Philadelphia and family.
record one day of landing twenty-seven and was never seen again. A small Maine.
Mr. Alfred A. Ruffner of New York salmon. Mr. B. Abom of New Jersey army of guides searched the woods PISHERM AN’S SECRETS. 25 cents. It will
double your catch on all fish. Jesse Bentley,
will clerk for Mr. Ellis this year. This arrived yesterday and today landeu around here for weeks and bloodhounds Sunderland,
Vermont.
is Mr. Ruffner’s fourth season here and seven salmon and two togue.
were-put on the trail but no sign of the
CAMP FOR SALE.—A public fishing and hunthe has a great many friends among the
The arrivals at The White House to missing man was found.
ing camp in a desirable location—a money
regular visitors to Bald Mountain date: Charles Houghton, Boston; Her A party of Brunswick men were row maker for sale. J. W. Brackett, Phillips, Me.
Camps.
bert Weir Smyth, John Williams White, ing along the edge of Toothaker island T»OR SALE.—Five male, two female, full blooded
(Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .)

bull terrier pups. For prices address, O. W.
Williamson, New Portland, Me.

The Joke Miscarried.

IpOR SALE.—Furnished house with six rooms.
-*■ Nice place to hunt. Fishing: near house,
Sport for children. For particulars correspond
with Warren Wing, Flagstaff, Me.

[Special C orrespondence to M a in e W oods .]
Rangeley, May 8, 1905.

In front of the hotel with the long
name at Haines Landing is a familiar
landmark—Bow ley island. It is a
large granite ledge, large enough to
accommodate a fair sized lunching
party. A few years ago the lumber
men drilled and soldered a large ring
and staple into the top of this ledge, to
which they could make fast when
crossing the lake with a boom of logs
in case of a heavy wind suddenly ris
ing.
The device has evidently been of
service as the great ring of two-inch
iron is stretched into an oblong‘and the
staple bent and flattened. Such things
look smaller to inexperienced eyes from
a boat than they really are.
Last summer a guide was rowing past
this rock with a fisherman when the
latter asked why the ring was in the
rock. The guide, seeing what he
thought was a good opportunity to
spring a joke, replied, “ That rock has
always been in the way of the logs
when crossing the lake so they have
put in that ring and staple and when
they get through they are going to
hook onto it with the old steamer and
tow it out into deop water and sink it. ’’
To the guide’s surprise the man took
I it seriously and in a moment he saw
that he could not correct himself with
out danger of arousing some ill feel
ings. All went well till the man began
telling others at the hotel about the
big rock that the steamboat was going
to tow into deep water and sink, when
the honest guide went on record as one
of Rangeley’s big liars.*i
Lakeside House.
(S pedial c o rre sp u n d e n c e to M a in e W oods .)
L akeside , N. H., May 10, 1905.

The prospect for the coming season
at this resort is the brightest ever,
Licensed Taxidermist,
i The new cottage built last season has
many applicants.
NORWAY,
MAINE.
Mr. Harry Dutton and family are at
their cottage for their annual fishing
Branch at Haines Landing May to trip.
,________________
October 20. Gold Medal on both Fish
Two Papers, $1.50.
and Game at World’s Fair, St. Louis.
Maine W oods readers who want
Inventor of the faiyious Mezzo style ip subscribe for Maine W oodsman, our
weekly local paper, can have it at 50
of mounting fisn.
.*
cents a year in addition to their Maine
W oods subscription. This makes both
RE TO GO FISHING.
papers cost only $1.50 a year.
A sk M a in e W o o d s In fo rm a tio n B u re a u fo r
c irc u la rs a n d p a rtic u la rs . P h illip s. Me.

W A N T S , F O R S A L E , ETC.

Agents for the new Liberty Reel, King’s Shiner Bait, Milward’s Angler Spinner, Blue Label .En
amel, Lines, English Salmon Flies, etc.
• - **
W A N T E D .-O ne good foxhound, 11-2 years old.
Scott’s, Greener’s Barker's Remington’s, be fever. Smith, Ithaca, and all other GUNS. Winches y' Price $10.00. W. E. Denny, Franklin, N. Y.
ter’s, Marlin’s Savage, and all RIFLES, Ammunition, Tents for Camping, Knapsacks. Sleeping Bags,
j Field Glasses, Moccasins, Leather and Canvas jackets, Cooking Outfits, etc., etc. Also Hunting Boots, rPO LET—Furnished house for summer, near
x post office and lake. A. R. Plummer, Water
: ShoeS and Moccasins- Canoes. Send Stamps for Catalog.
ford, Maine.

Wm. ^Read & Sons, Estai^6.hed 127 Washington, St., Boston.

a t t h is p o in t .

Phillips Sporting Notes.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo Bangs, Mr. Geo.
and John Hennings were at Weld the
first of the week fishing. Mrs. Bangs
was the only lucky cne securing a 3pound and 2 1-4-pound trout.
Mr. and Mn. H. B. Austin, Miss
Ruth Austin and Mrs. H. W. True were
at Camp Bedlam, Lake Webb, from
Saturday until Monday. The weather
was not very favorable for fishing but
Mrs. Austin secured a 2 1-2-pound pick
erel.
Scott Brackett spent a few days with
Vinton Hough at Redington and brought
home 18 nice trout.
Mr. E. H. Shepard £and family en
joyed a fish dinner on Sunday, through
the courtesy of Mr. Sumner Austin,
who secured a 15-pound togue and a 4pound salmon at Clear Water last Friuay.

Maine W oods, Phillips, Me.

pOR SALE at a bargain. A steam launch with
1 canopy top, 31 feet long, 7 1-2 feet beam, 8
horse power compound engine. R. M. Kershaw,
Peak’s Island, Me.
GpINE Fish Rods free. —Boys, for selling or using
two dozen 10-cent cakes of our castile soap
we give you free a fine bamboo fly rod; also base
ball goods and other fine premiums. Write for
list today. Riverside Mfg. Co.. Uxbridge, Mass.
pOR SALE,—An extra good coon dog. Will sell
cheap if taken at once. Got 11 coons with
him last fall. Will give good reasons for selling./
E. M. Baker, 126 High St., Station A, So. Gard
ner, Mass.
pOR SALE. —In the angeiey Lake region of
" Maine—A fine camp, fully furnished, ice house
(filled), store house and boat iiouse; power launch
boats, canoes, etc., etc. Best location in the sec
tion. Will be sold at a bargain. For particulars,
etc., address Chas. T. Beebe, New London, Conn.

Wild-cat shot by Harry H. Harlow on Bog brook, Dead River, Me., Nov.
23, 1904 and presented to D. H. Streeper, Morristown, Pa., Nov. 29, 1904.
Mounted by L. C. Seuir&Co., 2d and Walnut Sts., Phila., Pa. Photographed
at D. H. Streeper’s birthplace, Lower Providence, Pa., April 3, 1905.

(GASOLENE LAUNCH FOR SALE.—A new,
first-class gasolene Launch built May last, by
Thomas Stone of Swampscott, Mass., was on exhi
bition at Horticultural Hall at Automobile Show,
used only two weeks, 20 ft. long, 4 ft. 6 in. wide.
Sagamore Engine 2 1-2 horse power, 3 blade pro
peller, decks finished in mahogany, brass rails, oak
finish, canvas cover batteries, cradle oars and
tools, price $350. Net cash, F. O. B., Greenville,
Me. Can be seen at Camp Waumbeck, Sugar laland, Moosehead Lake, Maine, after Aug. 22 or
communicate with owner. Geo. H. Rimbach, Prop.
Crawford House, Boston, Mass., only reason for
selling is, that a larger boat is desired.
TJOTELFOR SALE.—During the past winter

*"*■ and spring we had letters from several hotel
Sunday when the attention of one of i ■men
who wanted information in regard to paying
the party was attracted by an obj ct ' 1’otel property that could be purchased. We
; couldn’t name the right place then; now we can.
lying in the bushes on the shore. I he We know of a hotel that can be bought at alo w
price, considering its capacity for earning money,
party went ashore to investigate and and
the cost of the hotel and stables, it is locat
found the bleached bones of what had ed better for making good money all the year
’round than any other hotel in the same county,
once been a human being. Nothing i We are thoroughly conversant with the conditions
this very desirable hotel property
was left of the clothing except a leath I surrounding
and we solicit correspondence in regard to it. Ao»
|
dress
the
J.
W.'Brackett
Company, Phillips, Me.
er
belt
about
the
bones
below
the
ribs
Hearing at Burnham Junction.
and this wa so weatherbeaten that it August 9, “1904.
Last Tuesday morning the fish and will be hard to identify it.
game commissioners gave a hearing at
Of course Capt. Barker’s theory is
railroad station at Burnham Junction; that the skeleton found on Toothaker
upon the petition of A. W. Fletcher island is that of the long lost Richard
and others of Burnham in Waldo coun Knight. Stranger things have happened
4J= 3
ty and Pittsfield in Somerset. The pe It would give a sad satisfaction to the
titioners asked that the upper part of i young man’s family to feel certain
Johnson or Fletcher brook be closed what fate had befallen him.
from a certain point in A. W. Fletcher’s J Another theory is that the body is
field to its source. This brook has be n one of two river drivers named Ouilette
liberally stocked from the United who went out in a canoe four years
States hatchery and the fishing has al ago and were capsized and the bodies
ways been good
never recovered.
It is the idea of the local people inter
ested that by protecting the breeding j
Notes of Interest.
grounds they can have good brook fish
Judge
and
Mrs. A. E. Morrison of
ing always. The commissioners de- ;
cided to dose the part of the stream Rumford Falls are coming to Upper
that the petitioners asked to be closed. Dam this week for a few days’ fishing.
They will have Chester Swett forjguide.

Cambridge; E. C. Ostby, H. W. Ostby,
Providence; A. B. Larner, Rena Craig,
Tweedside, N. B .; Mr. and Mrs. Wil
fred Eaton, Calais; B. Aborn, East
Orange, N. J . ; C. E. Rogers. Milwau
kee, Wis.

r ip to use

^IMPLC ir\ construction

Send Us Fishing Stories.
Our readers are requested to send us
hnntincr Tories There are Dlentv of
hunting s _
P
y
things to write us. Tell us where you
go and what you see. Address
'Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine,

Millbrook lodge at the head of|Upper
Richardson lake will be open on Friday.
i Mass.,
Hon' E'accompanied
V' R' Thayer of Lancaster,
by Dr. Bowers will
arrjve on that date. Clayton Swett'is
j now in camp getting things in readiness.

REVOLVER
W r i t e f o r C atalogue 24

Harrington^ Rich&rdmArmsCoj
.W O RCESTER, MASS, .mini
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Big Catches of Salmon.
S P O R T S M E N 'S
D IR E C T O R Y .
The grocery store up at East Auburn CAMP SUPPLIES for sportsmen, carefully
is the scene of some of the tallest and packed for transportation. Send for prices.
P H IL L IP S , M A IN E .
longest fish stories these days and Bob S. S. Pierce Co., Tremont and Beacon Sts., Bo;-con.
ASK FOR free catalogue of Witch-Elk Hunting
Boots. They always please. Witchell Sons &
J. W. B r a c k e t t C o m p a n y , Publishers. Martin, the "Mayor” and his brother, Co.,
Ltd., Detroit, Mich.
I.
J.,
better
known
as
Alvin,
occupy
J. W. BRACKETT, Editor and Manager.
the
centre
of
the
stage
surronnded
by
RANGELEY LAKE COTTAGE LOTS. Very
CLARENCE E. CALDEN Associate M’g ’r.
desirable. Rangeley Cottage Co. Enquire of H.
the limelight of heroic achievement.
M. Burrows, Rangeley Lake House, Rangeley, or
Issued Weekly.
$1.00 a Year.
Sunday afternoon in the twilight J. W. Brackett, Phillips, Me.
hours of the day two weary, foot-sore,
M a in e W oods solicits com m unications and fish
dust-covered but happy pedestrians
and game p h o to g rap h s from its readers.
ALL AVERAGES WON BY
When ordering the address of your paper were seen coming down Main street in
changed, please give the old as well as new ad Auburn. They were the "Mayor” and
dress.
his brother and between them they car Laflin & Rand Powders,
I f you w a n t it stopped, pay to date and say so.
M a in e W oods Information Bureau gives in fo r ried over 40 poun’s of the hansomest
April 19 and 20 at Jacksonville, 111.
m ation on Summer Resorts and F ish in g and - fish that ever perambulated into these
Shooting. Boston office, 147 Summer St., w ith cities.
I 1st General average, W. R. Crosby,
B oston Home Journal.
414 ex 450.
"Yes, ” said Bob contentedly as he
smoked the pipe of peace one evening, 1 2nd General average. F. C. Riehl,
This Edition of Maine Woods 5,550.
from the enj of an East Auburn crack
410 ex 450.
FRIDAY, MAY 12, 1905.
er barrel, "we caught every one of
them near the mouth of the Songo at
Both shot New E. C. Improved.
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Sebago and it was a couple of nice I
Game of the State of Maine.
Phantoms and two bran-new steel rods, | 3rd General and 1st Amateur, C. M.
all sound in wind and limb from tip to
Powders, 407 ex 450,
L. T. C a r l e t o n , A u g u sta,
butt
that
did
the
trick.
Talk
about
J. W. B ra c k et t , Phillips,
using "Infallible.”
E. E. R ing, Augusta. salmon! Say, they are taking out of
Sebago this spring some of the biggest Laflin & Rand Powder Co.,
SUPERINTENDENT OF HATCHERIES.
fish that ever swam the waters of our
W. E. B e r r y , Winthrop.
Maine lakes 14 and 18-pounder.-?, yes
New York City.

1905.
H OTELS AND CAM PS

MAINE WOODS,

I

STATE FISH HATCHERIES AND NAMES OF
SUPERINTENDENTS.
Lake Auburn, J. F. Stanley, Supt.,East Auburn:
Caribou, Grant Hinds, Supt., Caribou; Sebago
Lake Hatchery, C. L. Floyd, Supt., Raymond:
Rangeley Lakes Hatchery, Arthur Briggs, Supt.,
Oquossoc; Carleton Brook Feeding Station, W. A.
Whiting, Supt., Winthrop; Monmouth Hatchery,
A. W. Wilkins, Supt., Monmouth: Moosehead
Lake Hatchery. F. E. Hitchings, Supt., Green
ville Junction; Enfield Hatchery, A. J. Darling,
Supt., Enfield.

T he 1905 edition of the Maine fish
and game laws has been issued. It
contains all the inland fish and game
laws with decisions of the courts. It
was compiled by Hon. L. T. Carleton
and in a form that is much more con
venient for the reader than previous
editions have been. Those who are
anxious to become familiar with the
private and special laws will note with
pleasure that the author has arranged
them all by counties, thus making it
quite easy to find what is wanted.

H O T E L S A N D C A M P S.
V IA

Fly Fishing
Every Day in the Season

at

It is the place. Satisfaction guaranteed. Best
references furnished.
J. LEWIS YORK, Proprietor, Rangeley, Maine

King and Bartlett Lake
— AND —

Do You Ever
GO F I S H I N G

Spencer Stream Camps.
50,000 acres of fishing and hunting preserve is
controlled here. Moose, deer and small game are
abundant. Many brooks, lakes and ponds fur
nish fly fishing, where trout and salmon rise to
the fly every day in the season. Log cabins are
situated on the different lakes and ponds and
twenty camps on King and Bartlett lake furnish
hospitality to the man who fishes and shoots.
For circulars and further information address
,

HARRY M. PIERCE.
Spencer,

-

-

RANGELEY.

Come to YORK’S CAMPS
for. F I S H I N G .

Maine.

Farmington, Maine, until May 15.

Maine W oods readers are requested
to contribute items and articles about
their experience in the woods for publi
cation in Maine W oods and those who
have photographs to go with the stories
should send them.
J. W B rackett Co.

B IL L Y

S O U L E ’S?

>

Haines Landing,

-

-

-

Maine.

Spring Lake,
In the Dead River Region
Best of Early Fishing for Salmon, Square Tailed
Trout and Lake Trout that weigh from 2 to 9
pounds. One day’s ride from Boston. Only 21-2
iniies of buckboard road. .Lake 31-2 miles long,
j 11-2 miles wide, surrounded by mountains cov
ered with green woods. Cabins are very pleas! aritly situated on the shore of this lake. Spring
j beds, new blankets and clean linen make our beds
all that could be desired. New boats and canoes.
! Best of stream fishing near. We have canoe trips
that take you by some of the grandest scenery in
j Maine, with good fishing all the way. Telephone
connections at home camps with main line and
doctor’s office. Purest of spring water. Hay
fever unknown. Excellent food. This is an ideal
I place to spend the summer with your family.
Terms reasonable. . Correspondence solicited.
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Maine.

THE WILDERNESS BECKONS
at this season of the year, and KINEO is its gateway—COME! The finest trout fish
ing in the world, big game in plenty, a net work of lakes and streams, a wild, free,
outdoor life in crispe pure air and glorious sunshine are its attractions. We make a
specialty of completely outfitting campers, campers, canoeists, fishermen and hunters.
Write for information
THE MOUNT KINEO HOUSE, C. A. J u d k in s , Manager, Kineo, Maine.

West Carry Pond Camps. Open May isth.
Ice all out, and everything in readiness for the early Big Trout, Lakers and
Salmon Fishing. A good cook now in camp for the season.
H. E. & H. H. HARLOW, Dead River, Maine.

The White House and The Birches.
Log Camps, The Upper Berth and The Owl.
E. A. BUCK OF BANGOR, AFTER HE HAS BEEN DRIVEN ASHORE BY A

17

The best appointed hotel and camps at Grand Lake, open for guests from Apr. 15 to Nov. 15. Ex
POUND cellent table, large airy rooms, clean beds, open fires. Plenty of game, landlocked salmon, trout and
i togue. Beautiful scenery and healthful air. Write for terms.

SALMON, HOOKED IN THE BA' G R POOL.

FRANK H. BALL, Proprietor,

.

.

.

Grand Lake Stream, Maine.

MOOSEHEAD ICE OUT.
Ice Going Out Is the Signal to Start After
the Speckled Beaut es.

It will be good news to hundreds of
fishermen i Maine and all over New
England and in the clubs and offices in
New York to hear that the ice is out of
Moosehead lake and that the greatest
of Maine’s lakes and fishing grounds is
now open to the disciples of old Ike
Walton. The ice left the lake Monday
and Monday night, May 1, being driven
by a strong wind, which more than the
sun or rain has tended to break it up
The announcement of the opening of
the lake will doubtless be followed by a
great rush of fishermen from the offi
ces in the big cities to the fishing
grounds at Moosehead. Moosehead is
the place where the monstrous speckled
beauties and big togue are waiting for
the fisherman to cast his fly among
them. There is no quit in a Moosehead
trout or togue and they are usually
blessed with a great appetite. They
are somewhat particular as to the kind
i f flies they take but the fisherman
knows their little eccentricities and ties
the right brand of fly on his leader
should have no trouble in landing his
share of the big fellows.
There is good reason for expecting a
big rush of fishermen this month. The
announcement that the through sleep
ing car from Boston to Greenville would
be put on was followed by a great de
mand for accommodations in that car,
which offers the easiest and most con
venient means of reaching Moosehead
from Boston. Every berth in the car is
spoken for way up to the middle of the
month and if there was another sleeper
it is probable that there would be the
same demand for accommodations.

Anglers’ Retreat

and

Log Cabins

Are situated at the Outlet of Welokennebacook Lake.
for Sportsmen and their families.
THE GAFF HAS GOT HIM.

E. A. Buck of Bangor lives on the water about half of each day when the
fishing is good. He looks after his extensive muccndn business until one
o’clock each day and then goes fishing—usually for salmon and very often on
Bangor pool. Mr. Buck’s company sell a lot of moccasins, having custorm i s
from Sunrise. Alaska to Sunset, Louisiana, but he’ll quit his business any time
to talk fishing. The two half-tone cuts above were made from snapshots tl at
were made without Mr. Buck’s knowledge or consent for the fish commissioners
of South Dakota. He is hooked to a 17-pound salmon, which he fina ly landed.

sir, and every one of them fit subjer. about 30-pound salmon up there, just as
for an oil painting of a king’s dinner!
you and I talk about codfish and cusk.
The natives are the most accommodat
"Just before we came - away, a cer
ing fellows in the world. One of them
tain gentleman whose name I do not
wanted to lend me his steamboat to go
remember, landed a record monster.
up river—‘said he would furnish all the
It weighed just 19 3 4 pounds and its
fuel and an engineer, if I would onlyskin stretched more than halfway across
take it. As for fishing rigging, you can
the side of one of the camps. One of
leave everything you have at home.
the oldest residents of the Songo told
They have every kind of a thing that
me that it was the biggest salmon that
was ever invented to tempt a salmon or
he ever saw taken from the lake.
a trout and you are just as welcome to
"Say it was funny—the smallest
the use of it as if you paid the bills!’ ”
salmon that we caught gave us the
The two afternoons of fishing at Se
hardest fight. She didn’t weigh over
2 1-2 pounds but we were just half an bago on the part of the Martin brothers
GETTING READY.
For weeks past the men who own j hour getting her into the boat. Two or resulted as follows: Two 12-pound
boats and camps on the lake have been three times, it was a toss-up whether salmon, one 1-pounder and one 2 1-2getting them in readiness for the sea we would ever land her in the boat. pounder, four trout each weighing 3
son’s work. Camps have been cleaned, ; Nearly all of the fish that are being i pounds, 2 1-2, 2 and 1 1-2.
It is understood that when the mayor
new camps built, wharves and *landing caught at Sebago this spring are fe
of East Auburn leaves for the Range_______
floats repaired, and boats caulked and males. ”
painted in preparation for the rash of | In the splendid catch that the Martin leys he will take along photographs of
business which always follows the de brothers brought home with them, the the two biggest salmon by way of sup
parture of the ice. Mgr. Judkins of honors are even. All of the fish were porting the facts. It is said that in Eph
the Mt. Kineo House has his fine house ; caught just at sunset and together they Perkings of Songo Lock, the man who
all ready for the first guests and the fished just ten hours. Bob got three drove the two fishermen to West Poland,
many smaller but almost equally fa- !trout and one salmon and I. J. landed the champion story-teller of East Au
mous hostelries and camps about the | three salmon and one trout. For big burn met his match. "The story-tellers
lake are also prepared for the recep fish, however, I. J. carried off the hon of the Songo and Sebago,” remarke 1
tion of the fishermen. Elgin A. Green- : ors, one of the salmon tipping the I. J. significantly, "run just as big as
leaf of Bangor has the former Sterns j scales over 12 pounds. It is understood the fish and it takes something more
camps on Sugar island in fine shape and that this fish has already been photo than a Phantom to catch ’em.’’—Lew
is having several others built near by graphed by Ernest Mason of Auburn, iston Journal.
for the use of fishermen and summer as it is one of the handsomest that has
Deer at Freeman Centre.
visitors. These camps will probably be ever come into these cities.
A few of the people here had the
some of the most popular on the lake
"If you are looking for big fish sto pleasure of seeing a cow moose walk
as they are near fine fishing grounds
into their dooryards and take a survey
and have all the modern conveniences ries or any other kind of a story,” said of the buildings. Then she walked off
Bob,
as
he
refilled
his
pipe,
"you
can
slowly as if she knew the law was pro
as well as being only a short distance
find them along the Songo. They talk tecting her.
from Greenville.|

Is a delightful resort

The Trout and Salmon fishing here is unsurpassed by any in the state. The house has been thor
oughly remodeled and enlarged, with new offices, cuisine, etc., and travelers, sportsmen and all per
sons seeking rest and recreation will be provided with every comfort and convenience, while for those
who prefer, I have several neat Log Cottages, well furnished, with open fireplaces, spring beds and
| everything that will add to the comfort and pleasure of the guests. Splendid accommodations for all
and an excellent table will always be found here.
The early spring fishing is a revelation and the summer fishing never fails. The best'of Fly’Fishing every day in the season. This place holds the record of the largest trout taken in .the Rangeley
Lakes.
Guides and boats always ready. This is the most direct route between the Rangeley, Lakes and
the White Mountains, and my Steamboats connect with all trains, boats and stages. Write for'descriptive circular.

C A P T

Middledam,

E.

F.

CO BU R N ,

Rangeley Lakes,

Maine.

“ O N L Y L E T T E R S”
A bout 6 0 in all, from a brother on the
••“ other side, to o n e on th is,” from
Northern, Central and Southern Europe,
Russia, Italy, Egypt, etc., as those lands
w ere seen through eyes unconventionally
focused. By FRANCIS I. MAULE.f
“ Only Letters” is not a “ work of genius,”
most distinctly not, and is not easily confusable with books under suspicion as such,
but society is b y no means a unit in pro
nouncing it “hoplessly dull.” “A bsent
treatment” will h e furnished by mail to
cases of aroused curiosity that send a
$ 1 .0 0 bill and 5^ 2-cent stamps to the
author at 4 0 6 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

Camp and Hotel Proprietors
Should order their circulars al once. The tim e is fa s t approaching for them to
be put into use. Maine W oods does a g rea t deal o f th at class o f work. Send
in your orders early. W e can do the work as quick as anybody, but it takes
tim e.
J. W. BRACKETT CO., Phillips, Maine.

M AINE
TRAPS AND TRAPPERS
TKA BEERS. After trying other trapping meth
ods without success, try mine. I will show you
the right way for a small sum.
Wm. P. Townsend. West Buxton. Me.

KINGLY

SALMON

DESERTED.

WEIRMAN BLAMED FOR DESTRUC
TION OF SALMON.
Few Taken When Once They Swarmed
Experts Blame Pulp Mills, Black
Bass, Etc.
Twenty years ago the salmon, king
of fishes, swarmed in the Penobscot
river and a man could go up to he
pools below Treat’s falls dam, within
the city limits of Bangor and hook a
fine, big fish before breakfast. Hun
dreds of salmon were in those days
taken with the fly from these pools and
thousands were taken in the weirs
along the river below Bangor. Now

live in waters within two miles of a
pulp mill, and the eel is a pretty tough
fish. Another destructive enemy of
the Penobscot salmon is the black bass.
Many years ago some misguided sports
men caused Pushaw lake, near Bangor,
to be stocked with black bass. These
piratical fishes killed off all the perch
and pickerel in the lake, and then,
seeking new worlds to conquer, they
ascended through brooks and streams
to the upper Penobscot waters, where,
every spring since then, they have
feasted upon the salmon fry planted by
the state and United States govern
ments.
Many thousands of do lars
have been expended in stocking the
Penobscot with young salmon, but,
says Mr. Allen, most of the sweet little
fi shes have gone to feed the voracious
black bass, whi h multiply like locusts
and fight like the Japanese.
Still another enemy has the salmon—
:~he lawless dynamiter. Wp.en, in early
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12,
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TRADE NOTES.
Averages Reported.
At the tournament given April 10 and
11 in New Orleans under the auspices !
of the Gulf Coast league, Mr. Guy Molurdo won high amateur average, and
Mr. Campbell Shaw, 3d amateur aver
age, both using Peters shells. Messrs.
Kauffman and Chaudet won the Peter
trophy, also using Peters shells.
Mr. W. G. Krieg, shooting at the
Willow Rifle and Revolver club, Chi
cago on April 18 made the highest score
ever made in Chicago with a revolver.
The standard American target was
used and the score was 99 points out of
a possible 100, at 20 yards. Mr. Krieg
used Peters .32 S. & W. cartridges
loaded with semismokeless powder.
Mr. Emery Storr, representing The
Peters Cartridge company, is beginning
the trap shooting season in remarkably

5

S P O R T S M E N S S U P P L IE S

STILL

S P O R T S M E N ’S SU P P L IE S

SUPREME.

The Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle Championship of the United States
W ON
W IT H

22 S H O R T

PETERS
A NEW

L. P. Ittel scores 2459 out of
a possible 2500.
Second place won by Dr. A A
Stillman.
Using Peters 22 Long R if'e
Cartridges.

C A R T R ID G E S

RECORD.
Third and Fourth positions a
tie between
H. M. Pope and W . A Tewes,
Using Peters 22. StevensPope Armory Cart
ridges.

Ask For The Semi-Smokeless Kind.
Wide-awake Dealers sell Peters Goods. Up to date Sportsmen
demand them
The makers will continue to furnish them.
T H E P E T E R S C A R T R ID G E C O M P A N Y ,
New \ ork : ^

h .' k e l l e r ,

Manager.

Cincinnati, U. S. A .

The Peters Cartridge company in recog T. Craig of Jacksonville, 111., 2d amanition of the loyalty to their goods dis j teur average, 390 out of 450, shooting
played by the shooters in that section DuPont.
Ridgetown, Ont., April 20 and 21,
of the state.
Thos. Upton of Hamilton, Ont., 1st
Glen Rock, Pa., April 17 and 18, J. amateur and 1st general average, 277
M. Hawkins, 1st general average, 294 out of 325, shooting DuPont. C. Scane
out of 300, shooting DuPont. Neaf !of Ridgetown, Ont., 2d amateur and
Apgar, 2d general average, 275 out of I2d general average, 272 ou t of 315,
300, shooting DuPont. S. S. Adams of i shooting DuPont.
F. H. Conover
Plainfield, 2d amateur average, 263 out of Leamington, Ont., 3d general aver
of 300, shooting DuPont. N. M. Mc- age, 265 out of 315, shooting DuPont.
Sherry of York, Pa., 3d amateur aver ; Harry Scane of Ridgetown, Ont., 3d
age, 262 out of 300, shooting DuPjont. j amateur average, 262 out of 315, shoot
Waco, Texas, April 18, 19 and 20, ing DuPont.
Palestine, Tex., April 21 and 22, T.
Robert Connelly of Austin, Texas, 1st
general and 1st amateur average, 273 E. Hubby, 1st general average, 374 out
out of 300, shooting Infallible. T. E. of 410, shooting Infallible. Jas. Day
Hubby of Waco, Texas, 2d general av of Fort Worth, Tex., 2d general aver
erage, 269 out of 300, shooting DuPont. age, 272 out of 410, shooting DuPont.
Dave Curran of Ennis, Texas, 3d ama Hood Waters, 3d general average, 365
teur average, 258 out of 300, shooting out of 410, shooting Infallible. M. E.
ARCHIBALD MITCHELL NORWICH, CONN., WITH A BIG SALMON AT BANGOR POOL.
Infallible. Ed Forsgard of Waco, Tex., Atchison of Giddings, Tex., 1st amateur
4th amateur average, 257 out of 300, average 354 out of 410, shooting Du
shooting Infallible.
The Houston Pont. R. L. Wiley of Oakwood, Tex.,
the salmon is so rare in these waters summer, a few of the returning salmon good form. He shot with the local gun ! hronicle Challenge cup was won by 2d amateur average, 333 out of 410,
that the taking of a single fish is an have reached the spawning waters— club at Fremont, N. C., March 17 and T. E. Hubby of Waco, Tex., 49 out of shooting Infallible. A. A. Watts of
event of such interest as to call for brooks and small streams far up the at Reidsville, N. C., April 1, breaking j 50, shooting DuPont. G. W. Boston of Palestine, Tex., 3d amateur average,
mention in the newspapers. The open Penobscot, these lawless natives kill ’96 per cent at eaeh place. He says his Ada, I. T., shooting DuPont, won the 321 out of 410, shooting Infallible.
season for salmon begins on Api il 1 and scores and hundreds of the fishes by Ideal loads are even better this year Waco Gun club with 94 out of 100. In
in the first three w’eeks this year just exploding dynamite cartridges in the than they were la t, if that be possible, the shoot for the Individual State Charr.Fish and Game Hearing.
thiee fish were taken. One was caught water. In that region a salmon is not
Mr. C. A. Young, representing The 1pionship of Texas medal Messrs. M. E.
with the fly in Bangor pools, one was worth much, although in Ban or it Peters Cartridge company, after a Atchison of Giddings, Tex., Dave Cur T e commissioners of inland fisheries
hooked and then shot, while the other would bring a good price, in New York very successful trip in Texas is now ran of Ennis, Tex., and Rob’t Connelly and game gave a hearing at the Maine
was caught in a down river weir.
much more. Some of the dynamited making Iowa the scene of his labors i of Austin, Tex., tied with 50 straight. Central Railroad station in Winthrop
Two principal causes are assigned fishes are used as food, while many are and has been doing work there even In the shootoff Mr. Atchison won, | recerit y in response to a call for the
for the disappearance of the splendid thrown away.
better than in the Lone Star state. shooting DuPont, while both Mr. Cur regulation of the fishing at the Dead
sea salmon which once were so plen Other fishermen—E. A. Buck, Charles On April 18 at Adair, Iowa, he shot ran and Mr. Connelly shot Infa lible. Stream bridge, so-called, in Readfield,
tiful in the Penobscot—the pulp mills Peavy and Dennis Tracey, blame the at 100 targets and broke 99, being very The two men team race for the Cham- at the railroad bridge at Maranocook
and the weirs. When, about 15 years weirmen down the river for the de- much worried because he lost his 93d j pionship of Texas was won by Messrs. station and at the south end of Lake
ago, the pulp mills began to rise along struction of the fishery. They say that target. The following ay at Atlantic Ed Forsgard of Waco, Tex., shooting Maranocook. It seems that at the
the river above Bangor, the effects of all sorts of illegal devices are employed he smashed 48 out of 50. At the lat Infallible and I. A. Dryden of Waco, points named the little fish from the
the contamination of the water by acids to make : big catch for market—that ter point every shooter but one used shooting DuPont, 48 out of 50. The hatchery gather in schools and are
and other waste from the mills were at the weirmen have killed the golden Peters shells.
, Individual State Championship medal caught out in great numbers. It was
once apparent in the diminished run of goose in their greed for money. Saw The first contest for the cup em- ■for 20 live birds was won by Ed Fors- decided to prohibit the fishing at those
salmon. As the mills multiplied and mill waste, black bass, dams and dyna blematic of the team championship of gard of Waco, 19 out of 20, shooting In- places for a time to save the little ones.
the volume of acids used in the bleach miters all have done their share toward Logan, Champaign, Clark, Union, Mad- fa.lible. The Livinski Average cup for
ing processes increased, the salmon be driving away the salmon, but the pulp ison, Shelby and Miami counties, Ohio live birds was won by Edgar Nalle of
came fewer and fewer, until now the mill acids, probably, have been m o st; took place on the grounds of ihe Ur- Austin, Tex., 30 out of 33, shooting Inbig silver-sided fishes have come to destructive. The rocks along the river, bana Gun club, April 12, and was a de- fallible.
shun the river and not many of them, at Bangor pools and below, are white
on their return from sea, come further with this acid, and for many years the
than the upper bay.
river water has been considered unfit
The Penobscot salmon, big and strong for drinking purposes.
Epidemics of
By thousands of Brooklyn people. Can
as he is, is the daintiest of fishes, very typhoid have been attributed to ti e
you taks a few? If so, list your house
in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle Free Infor
particular about his food and shunning pulp mill waste, and, says an old fish
mation Bureau, for which purpose a
all polluted waters. Thomas F. Allen, erman, “ If human beings, who can
printed Blank is provided.
the most expert of all Penobscot salm stand Maine whiskey, won’t drink the
The service of the Information Bureau
on fishermen, says that, notwithstand water, it is no wonder that the salmon,
ing its strong homing instinct, the the fussiest and cleanest fish that
Will Cost You Nothing.
salmon will not ascend to the spawning swims, won’t live in it!’’—Ex;hange,
The
Brooklyn Eagle is the best adver
beds through waters poisoned by pulp
tising medium in the world. It carries
mill waste, while they are also discour
more resort advertisments than any
Lucky Fishermen at West’s Mills.
New Xork paper. It stands pre-emi
aged by the numerous dams and other
The
prospects
for
fishing
in
this
lo
nently
at the head.
obstacles that have lately been erected
An
advertisement
in the Eagle costs
cality
are
very
good.
Last
week
Frank
in the Penobscot and other Maine riv
little, but brings large results, because
Chapman
and
Joseph
Prescott
of
Bel
ers. It was so on the Kennebec, which
the Eagle Information Bureau is con
stantly helping it.
once was a salmon river—pulp mill grade caught a fine string of fish of
Write for listing blank, pictures of
acids and dams drove the salmon away, good size on the Mitchell and Falls
Bureau and advertising rate card.
brooks.
and it has come to pass on the Penob
Address
Roy Chapman and Warren Luce have
scot, once the finest salmon river on
INFORMATION BUREAU,
been
successful
catching
brook
trout.
the Atlantic coast. New York hotels
Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Brooklyn, N. Y.
still have on their dinner bills Kenne- They have been Ashing twice in the
b « salmon, ’' although there have been P » f two weeks and secured 140 fish,
Mention the paper in which you see this advertisment.
no Kennebec salmon since ever so long I
Elder and H.ram Daggett went
ago. The fishes served are from the *»>■■"* not long since on the Tmkham
Penobscot or the St. John, or perhaps, f f B«“ls
and were also successfrom the Colum ta-cold storage fish. f»l. Mr. Daggett caught a trout 12
Old settlers tell of the days when shad ,n^ Tk^ « _°n. theT
The Lovejoys, Joey, Harry and Ray
BY
were so numerous in the Penobscot
that whole cargoes of them were mond, also Norman Fowle and no doubt
THOMAS MATINDALE.
shipped, salted and dried, or smoked, to others, have been among the lucky fish
the West Indies, and when a fat shad ermen.
A graphic description of
MR. ROBINSON OF HOULTON AND HIS BIG SALMON.
could be bought in Bangor markets for
Portland, Mt. Desert & Machias Steam
camp
life in Maine, finely
five cents. Today the catching of a
boat Co,
shad in Penobscot waters would cause
illustrated by photographs by
The Steamer Frank Jones will be ex
Pittston, Pa., April 19, L. J. [Squier,
a sensation. The Kennebec is still, to tended through to Machiasport, com cided success. Five teams competed
the
author.
some extent, a shad river, but the mencing with the trip from Portland, and the race was very interesting. 1st general average, 132 out of 150,
Friday,
May
12,
and
thereafter
will
catch is dwindling every year and soon,
Urbana scored 191 and landed the cup. shooting DuPont.
A book every woods lover
make one trip each week between Troy was second with 182 and New
Jacksonville, 111., April 19 and 20,JW.
no doubt, the fish of many bones, will Jonesport
and Machiasport, leaving
should
have. Price $1.50,
disappear entirely from that river. Jonesport at 6.30 p. m. Saturday and Moorefield, Springfield and De Graff R. Crosby, 1st general average,£414 out
of 450, shooting New E. C. Improved. postage 14c additional, with
“And,” says Mr. Allen, “ the pulp mills arriving at Machiasport at 8.30 p. m .; followed in the order named.
and the dams, with the great quantities returning will leave Machiasport at
The cup representing the individual F. C. Riehl, 2d general average, 410 Maine Woods $2.50. Address
of mill waste dumped into the river, 7.00 p. m. Sunday and arrive at Jones championship of the above counties was | out of 450, shooting New E. C. Im
port at 9.00 p. m.
will be the death of the shad as of the
MAINE WOODS,
The schedule between Portland and won by Mr. E. W. Holding of Urbana proved. C. M. Powers of Decatur,[111.,
1st amateur and 2d general average,
J onesport will be the same as r.ow in | with the score of 47 out of 50.
salmon. ”
J "aire.
Mr. Allen says that an eel will not effect.
1 Both of these cups were presented by ' 407 o rt of 45°, shooting Jnfar ib!e. T". Philips,
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T R A N S P O R T A T IO N
So Shearer was foreman of a picked self suddenly in easy circumstances.
crew. Probably no finer body of men At any moment that Thorpe had cho
Sandy River Railroad.
was ever gathered at one camp. Some sen to be content with the progress
of them had the reputation of being made he could have, so to speak, de
Time-Table in Effect, May 15, 1905.
the hardest citizens in three states; dared dividends with his partner. In
others were mild as turtledoves. They stead of undertaking more improve
Tr’n l Tr’n 3 Tr’n 5
North
A . M . P . M. P. M.
were all pioneers. They had the inde ments. for part of which he borrowed
|
1
pendence, the unabashed eye. the in some money, he could have divided the
II
----o
subordination even, of the man who profits of the season’s cut. Rut this he
Farmington,......... . . . l v ! 11.00 12.10 1 4.40
, ( Bf STEWART EDWARD WHITE {'
has drawn his intellectual and moral was not yet ready to do.
He had established five more camps;
nourishment at the breast of a wild
1
P . M.
Strong, ................
' *
Copyright, 10Ot,
*!
nature. They were afraid of nothing he had acquired over 150.000.000 more
12.05 12.42 1 5.10
II
B y S tew art Edward W hite
(I
alive. From no one, were he chore boy «f timber lying contiguous to his own;
P hillip s,.-............ ....ar 12.30 ' 1.00 J 5.30
or president, would they take a siugle he had built and equipped a modern
I■0 - <©-*-0 »-®-«■£
)
word, with the exception always of high efficiency mill; he had constructed
Tr’n 2 Tr’n 4 Tr’n 6
Tim Shearer and Thorpe.
a harbor breakwater and the neces
Continued from last w eek, this' story
South
A . M. A . M. P. M.
And they were >oyal. It was a point sary booms: he had bought a tug; built
began March 10.
of honor with them to stay “uatil the i boarding house. All this cost mon
P h illip s,............
lv 7.30 8.30 1.30
last dog was hung.” He who deserted ey. He wished now to construct a log
In the hour of need was not only a ren ging railroad. Then he promised him
Strong,..............
ar 7.50 9.10 1.50
household of Amos Thorpe, if you de
egade. but a fool, for he thus earned a self and Wallace that they would be
liberately prefer your comfort to your
South S trong,...
magnificent licking if ever he ran up ready to commence paying operations.
honor, w e w ill have nothing more In I
Farmington,. . . . -,ar. 8.20 10.00 2.20
against a member of the “Fighting He had made all the estimates and
CHAPTER XX.
common.”
even
the
preliminary
survey.
He
was
Forty.”
A
baud'
of
soldiers
were
they,
They faced each other w ith the cool,
IVE years passed. In that time
WESTON LEWIS, Pres.
F. N. BEAL, Supt.
fleadly glance of the race, so similar in
Thorpe had succeeded in cutting ready to attempt anything their com therefore the more grievously disap
appearance, but so unlike in nature.
100.000,000 feet of pine. The mander ordered, and, it must be con pointed when Wallace Carpenter made Franklin & ’ Megantic Railway.
“I, too, offer you a home, such as it
money received for this had all fessed, they were also somewhat on It impossible for him to do so.
the order of a band of pirates. Mar
It was about the middle of July. He Shortest and easiest route to Eustis and the Dead
Ic,” repeated the man. “Choose.”
been turned back into the company’s
River region.
At the mention of the home for which funds. From a single camp of twenty- quette thought so each spring after the was sitting back idly In the clean
Time-Table in Effect, May 15, 1905.
means were so quickly forthcoming five men the concern had increased to drive, when, hat tilted, they surged, painted mill office with the big square
SOUTH.
A. M. P. M. P. M.
When Thorpe, not she, considered it llx large, well equipped communities swearing and shouting, down to Den desk and the three chairs. Through Bigelow, lv
11 00
2 00 6 60
the
door
he
could
see
Collins
perched
ny
Hogan’s
saloon.
Denny
had
to
buy
Carrabassett,
11 20
2 25 7 10
needful, the girl’s eyes flashed. She of 80 to 100 men apiece, using nearly
( ar
11 45
3 00 7 35
new
fixtures
when
they
went
away,
on
a
high
stool
before
the
shelf-like
■looped and dragged violently from be 200 horses and hauling as far as eight
M.
desk. From the open window came the Kingfield. (5 lv A.7 00 A.7 05M. P.12 M.
but It was worth it.
50
neath the bed a flat steamer trunk, the or nine miles.
!
*N.
Freeman,
lv
7
05
12 55
Proud! It was no name for It. Boast! clear, musical note of the circular s.iw, *Mt. Abram Jet., lv
lid of which she threw open. A dress
7 36
Near the port stood a mammoth saw The fame of Camp One spread abroad the fresh, aromatic smell of new lum Salem,
7 20
7 45
1 10
lay on the bed. With a fine gesture she mill capable of taking care of 22,000,•Summit, lv
7 22
8 35
1 12
folded the garment and laid it in the 000 feet a year, about which a lumber over the land. Some people thought ber, the bracing air from Superior spar *W. Freeman, lv 7 35
1 25
7 45
9 05
1 35
bottom of the trunk. Then she knelt town hat^ sprung up. Besides Its orig Camp One must be a sort of hellhole kling in the offing. He felt tired. In 1 Strong, ar
A. M. A. M. p. M.
mad without another glance at her inal holding the company had acquired of roaring, fighting devils. Others rare moments such as these, when the ! Strong,NORTH.
lv
8 15 10 00
5 12
5 17
brother standing rigid at the door be- | about 150,000,000 more back near the sighed and made rapid calculations of muscles of Ids striving relaxed, his j *W. Freeman, lv 8 25
•Summit, lv
8 35 10 30
5 27
the number of logs they could put In mind turned to the past. Old sorrows ! Salem,
g in feverishly to arrange the folds.
8
40
10
35
headwaters of the Ossawinamakee.
If only they could get hold of help like pose before him and looked at him with *Mt. Abram J e t.,!lv8 45 10 40 5 35
The choice was made. He turned and
During the four years in which the that.
lv 8 50
5 45
their sad eyes. He wondered where *No. Freeman,
WOBtOUt.
30
5 55
Morrison & Daly company shared the
his sister was. She would be twenty- Kingfield, {(ar 9 00 P11. M.
Thorpe
himself,
of
course,
made
his
stream with Thorpe the two firms headquarters at Camp One. During two years old now. A tenderness,
(lv
9 15 12 00
6 00
CHAPTER XIX.
Carrabassett,
9 45 12 35 6 25
lived in complete amity and under
10 15
1 05
6 45
C T T I i TH Thorpe there could be no standing. Northrop had played his the five years he bad never crossed the haunting, tearful, Invaded his heart. Bigelow, ar
•Flag stations. Trains stop on notice to con
I |A j I halfway measure. He saw that cards skillfully. The older capitalists ■trait of Mackinaw. The rupture with At such moments the hard shell of his ductor.
tMixed trains.
rough
woods
life
seemed
to
rend
apart.
connection is made at Strong with traina
I l l I tbe ruPture wIth hls sister was had withdrawn suit. Afterward they his sister had made repugnant to him He longed with a great longing for toClose
and from Phillips, Farmington, Portland and
J Anal, and the thrust attacked kept scrupulously within their rights all the southern country. All winter
Boston.
Stage connection at Bigelow for Stratton and
him in one of his few unprotected and saw to it that no more careless long he was more than busy at his log sympathy, for love.
Eustis.
The outer door, beyond the cage be River. at Carrabassett for Flagstaff and Dead
points. At first the spring of his life openings ware left for Thorpe’s ging. Summers he spent at the mill.
GEO. M. VOSE. Superintendent.
Occasionally he visited Marquette, but hind which Collins and his shelf desk
•earned broken. He did not care for shrewdness.
were placed, flew open. Thorpe heard
money, and at present disappointment
always
on
business.
And as the younger man on his side
hod numbed his Interest in ttie game. never attempted to overstep his own
He was happy because he was too a brief greeting, and Wallace Carpen Phillips & Rangeley and Eustis
It seemed hardly worth the candle.
busy
to be anything else. The insist ter stood before him.
rights the interests of the rival firms
Railroads,
“Why, Wallace, I didn’t know you
Then in a few days he began to look rarely clashed. As to the few disputes ent need of success which he had cre
were
coming!”
began
Thorpe,
and
stop
SETH
M.
CARTER, Receiver.
about him mentally. Unconsciously the that did arise Thorpe found Mr. Daly ated for himself absorbed all other sen
Time-Table, in Effect May 15, 1905.
•smbative instinct was aroused. In singularly anxious to please. In the timents. He demanded it of otters ped. The boy, usually so fresh and
lock of other object on which to expend desire was no friendliness, however. rigorously. He could do no less than happily buoyant, looked ten years old The only all-rail line to Rangeley. The shortest,
and easiest route to all points in the
Itself Thorpe’s fighting spirit turned Thorpe was watchful for treachery demand it of himself. The chief end er. Wrinkles had gathered between quickest
Dead River region.
with energy to the subject of the law- and could hardly believe the affair of any man, as he saw it. was to do his eyes. “Why, what’s the matter?”
i No 5 No 3 No 1
|No f No 6 No 4
cried Thorpe.
sn lt
A MA M
P hi P M P M
finished when at the end of the fourth well and successfully what his life
He rose and swiftly shut the door in* AM
9 00;
i d
.
E
D
0C 9 05
After his sister left the Renwicks year the M. A D. transferred its op found ready.
lv Boston w D ar 1 44 og
8 30
to
the
outer
office.
Wallace
seated
Success, success, success. Nothing
Thorpe himself went to Detroit, where erations to another stream a few miles
p
m!
12 55 8 30
Portland lv;12 45 6 00
he interviewed at once Northrop, the east.
could be of more importance. Its at himself mechanically.
P M
“Everything! Everything!” he said
A M
brilliant young lawyer whom the firm
tainment argued a man’s efficiency in
4 40 12 10
Farmington ! 8 20 2 25
“They’re
altogether
too
confounded
In
despair.
“I’ve
been
a
fool.
I’ye
5 30 1 00
Phillips lv 7 30 1 30
had engaged to defend its case.
the
scheme
of
things.
Anything
that
anxious to help us on that freight,
“I’m afraid we hare no show,” he re Wallace.” said Thorpe, wrinkling his interfered with It—personal comfort. been blind.”
1 00 7 45
Phillips ar 7 30 1 30 4 00
So bitter was his tone that Thorpe 1 55 30
45 1 15 8 15
Madrid
lv 7 15 1 15 3 06
plied to Thorpe’s question. “You see, brow
Inclination, affection, desire, love of
uneasily.
“I
dou’t
like
it.
It
was
startled.
The
lumberman
sat
•Madrid Junction!
1
jrou fellows were on the wrong side of
ease, individual liking—was bad.
5 55 1 25 8 27 •Reed’s Mill | 7 05 1 05 2 55
isn’t
natural.”
down
on
the
other
side
of
the
desk.
6 05 1 35 8 45 •Sanders Mill > 6 55 12 55 2 40
the fence in trying to enforce the law
Thorpe cared for Just three people,
Thorpe’s Camp One was celebrated
“That ’ll do, Wallace,” he said sharp 6 35 2 05 9 20 Redington 1 6 25 12 25 2 05
yourselves. Of course you may well in three states. Thorpe had set out to and none of them happened to clash
6 55 2 25 9 50 Eustis Junction I 6 05 12 05 1 22
Greene’s Farm
11 15
say that justice was all on your side. gather around him a band of good with his machine. They were Wallace ly. “Tell me briefly what is the mat 7 35
ter.”
7 00 2 30 10 00 •Dead River
6 00 12 00 1 17
That does not count. The only recourse woodsmen. Except on a pinch he Carpenter, little Phil and Injun Char
1
A M
“I’ve
been
speculating!”
burst
out
7 15 2 45 10 25 ar Rangeley lv 5 4' 11 45 1 00
recognized for injustice lies in the law would employ no others.
ley.
the
boy.
R E A D DO W N.
READ UP.
courts. I’m afraid you are due to lose
Wallace was always personally agree
“I don’t care if I get in only 2,000
“Ah!” said his partner.
your case.”
The American Express Company transacts
feet this winter, and if a boy does able to Thorpe. Latterly, since the erec
“I bought on a margin. There came business at all points on line of Phillips & Range“Well,” said Thorpe, “they can’t that,” he answered Shearer's expostu tion of the mill, he had developed unex
ley railroad.
a
slump.
I
met
the
margins
because
I
prove much damage.”
•Flag Stations. Trains stop on notice to con
pected acumen in the disposal of the am sure there will be a rally, but now ductor.
lations, “it’s got to be a good boy.”
“I don’t expect that they will be able
season’s
cut
to
wholesale
dealers
in
The
above table shows the time that trains m ay
The result of his policy began to show
to procure a very heavy judgment.” re even in the second year. Men were a Chicago. Thereafter he was often in all my fortune is In the thing. I’m go be expected to arrive and depart from the several
ing
to
be
penniless.
I’ll
lose
it
all.”
stations,
but is not guaranteed.
Subject to
plied Northrop. “The facts I shall be
change and correction without notice.
proud to say that they had put in the woods both for pleasure and to get
“Ah!” said Thorpe.
•ble to adduce will cut down damages. alittle
F.
A.
LAWTON,
Supt.
winter at ••Thorpe’s One.” Those who his partner’s ideas on what the firm
“And the name of Carpenter Is so
But the costs will be very heavy.”
would
huve
to
offer.
The
entire
respon
had worked there during the first year
old established, so honorable!” cried
“Yes,” agreed Thorpe.
Portland & Rumford Falls Railway
loyally enthusiastic. As they were sibility of the city end of the business the unhappy boy. “Aud my sister!”
“And,” then pursued Northrop, with were
was
in
his
hands.
authorities
others
perforce
had
to
ac
“Easy!”
warned
Thorpe.
“Being
Time-Table, in Effect May 8, 1905.
a dry smile, “they practically own
Injun Charley continued to hunt and penniless isn’t the worst thing that can
the dictum. There grew a desire
Sherman. You may be in for contempt cept
trap
in
the
country
round
about.
Once
Trains
leave Oquossoc f o r Rumford
the better class to see what
happen to a man.”
of court—at their instigation. As I un- j among
Falls, Lewiston, Portland and Bos
or twice a month the lumberman would
“Thorpe’s
One”
might
be
like.
In
the
“No,
but
I
am
in
debt,”
went
on
the
ton,
7.25 a. m.
derstand it, they are trying rather to autumn Harry had more applicants snowshoe down to the little cabin at
boy more calmly. “1 have given notes. Trains due to arrive at Oquossoc from
Injure you than to get anything out of than
the forks. Entering, he would nod brief When they come due I’m a goner.”
Boston, Portland. Lewiston a n d
he
knew
what
to
do
with.
Eight
It themselves.”
Rumford Falls,
1.40 and 5.50 p. m.
een of the old men returned. He took ly and seat himself on a cracker box.
“How much?” asked Thorpe lacon Through Parlor Cars between Portland and
“That’s it,” nodded Thorpe.
“How do, Charley?” said he.
them
all,
but
when
it
came
to
distribu
ically.
Oquossoc during the Tourist Season.
“In other words, it’s a case for com- j tion three found themselves assigned
“How do?” replied Charley.
Trains run daily except Sunday.
“Thirty thousand dollars.”
promise.”
'
They filled pipes aud smoked. At
R. C. B r a d f o r d , Traffic Man., Portland, Me.
one or the other of the new camps.
“Well, you have that amount in this
“Just what I wanted to get at,” said to
rare intervals one of them made a re firm.”
E. L. Love JOY, Supt. Rumford Falls, Me.
And
quietly
the
rumor
gained
that
Thorpe, with satisfaction. “Now an these three had shown the least willing mark tersely:
“What
do
you
mean?”
swer me a question. Suppose a man
“Catch um beaver las’ week,” re
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad.
“If you want it you can have It.”
injures government or state land by spirit during the previous winter.
Tim Shearer was foreman of Camp marked Charley.
Wallace considered a moment.
trespass. The land is afterward bought
Arrangement of Trains.
“Good haul,” commented Thorpe.
“That would leave me without a
by another party. Has the latter any One, Scotty Parsons was drafted from
IN
E F F E C T M O ND AY, OCT. 10 1904.
Or:
cent,” he replied.
claim for damage against the trespass the veterans to take charge of Two,
P U L L M A N CAR S E R V IC E .
“I saw a mink track by the big bowl
[Continued on Page 7.]
er? Understand me, the purchaser Thorpe engaged two men known to der,” offered Thorpe.
Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Caribou
Tim
to
boss
Three
and
Four,
but
in
se
and Bangbr on train leaving Caribou at 6.00 a. m.
bought after the trespass was commit
“H’m!” responded Charley in a long
and Bangor at 3.15 p. m. Sleeping Car on train
lecting the “push” for Five he sought
ted.”
leaving Caribou 4.10 p. m. and Bangor 3.55 a. m.
drawn
falsetto
whine.
Rangeley
Lakes
Steamboat
Co.
out
John
Radway
and
induced
him
to
“Certainly,” answered Northrop with
T R A IN S L E A V E BANG O R.
Yet somehow the men came to know Time-Table, in Effect May 15, 1905. I 3.55 a. m.—For
accept
the
commission.
and arriving at Millinocket, 6.40
out hesitation, “provided suit is brought
each other better and better, and each
a. m., Houlton, 8.50 a. m.. Presque Isle, 10.32 a. m.
C
O
“You
can
do
it,
John,”
said
he,
“and
I
A. M p. M. Fort Fairfield, 11.00 h. m., Caribou, 11.00 a. m. Van
within six years of the time the tres
DOWN TRIP.
felt
that
in
an
emergency
he
could
de
know it. I want you to try, and if you
lv p cfl *8 00 *2 40 Buren 12.40 p. m.
pass was committed.”
pend on the other to the uttermost in Rangeley,
R. L. H. Wharf,
lv •Sc 8 05 2 45 7.00 a. m.—For and arriving at Brownville, 9.01
“Good! Now, see here. These M. A don’t make her go I’ll call it nobody’s spite of the difference in race.
a. m. Katahdin Iron Works 9.50 a. m. Milli
ari to
South Rangeley,
D. people stole about a section of gov fault but my own.”
nocket 10.25 a. m. Patten 11.50 a. m. Ashland 2.15
As for Philip’, he was like some Mountain View,
The result proved his sagacity. Rad
lv, > d 8 55 3 25 p.
m. Fort Kent 4.15 p. m. Houlton 12.55 p. m.
ernment pine up on that river, and I
strange,
shy
animal,
retaining
all
its
00
|
3
30
ar
9
Presque
Isle 2.46 p. m. Caribou 3. 15 p. m. Van
Rangeley
Outlet,
_
don’t believe they’ve ever bought in way was one of the best foremen in the wild instincts, but led by affection to
; Buren 5.40 p. m. Fort Fairfield 3.05 p. m. LimeA.
M
.
|
§
P.
M
.
UP
TRIP.
outfit.
He
got
more
out
of
his
men,
he
i
stone
4.10
p. m. Dover 9.17 a. m. Guilford 9.41 a.
the land it stood on. In fact, I don’t
become domestic. He drew the water, Rangeley Outlet,
lv *10 00'c“ *5 00 ni. Monson 10.15 a. m. Greenville 10.55 a. m. Kineo
believe they suspect that any one rose better to emergencies, and he ac cut
!
1.00
p.
m.
lv 1005 2.2 5 05
wood—Done better. In the even Mountain View,
knows they’ve been stealing. How complished more with the same re ing the
p. m.—For and arriving at Brownville 4.48
lv
g | 5 55 | p.3.15
played atrociously his violin— South Rangeley,
m. Millinocket 6.03 p. m. Sherman 6.54 p. m.
would it do If I were to buy that sec sources than any of the others except noneheworse—bending
lv
10
45
|
a
6
30
R.
L.
H.
Wharf,
Patten
7.25 p. m. Houlton 8.15 p. m. Mars Hill and
his
great
white
tion at the land office and threaten to ing Tim Shearer. As long as the work brow forward with the wolf glare In Rangeley.________ ar 1050 a ” 635 Blaine 9.25 p. m. Presque Isle 9.57 p. m. Caribou
was
done
for
some
one
else
he
was
ca
10.25
p.
m. Fort Fairfield 10.15 p..m.
sue them for the value of the pine that
pable and efficient. Only when he was his eyes, swaying bis shoulders with a •Daily.
4.50 p. m.—For and arriving at Lagrange 6.10
Boat leaving Rangeley Out let at 10.00 a. m., con
originally stood on it?”
p. m. Milo 6.35 p. m. Brownville 6.45 p. m, Dover
fierce delight in the subtle dissonances nects at Rangeley with Phillips & Rangeley R. R. and
The lawyer’s eyes glimmered behind called upon to demand on his own ac of
Foxeroft. 7. 03 p. m. Guilford 7.26 p. rr>.
for Portland and Boston.
the horrible tunes he played. And train
count did the paralyzing shyness affect
8.40 p. m. Quebec 1.15 p. m. Montreal
the lenses of his pince-nez.
Boat leaving Rangeley Outlet at 5.55 p. m., con Greenville
8.35
a.
m.
often he went into the forest and gazed n e c ts at South Rangelefr with Rumford Falls &
“It would do very well Indeed,” he him.
Rangeley
Lakes
R.
R.
train
frlm
Boston
and
Poi-tBut the one feature that did more to wondering at occult things. Above all land. All boats connect at Rangeley Outlet with 9.25 a. m. LeavingARRIVALS.
replied, “but you’d have to prove they
Montreal 7.25 p. m. Quebec
to and from the lower Rangeley Lakes.
3.00 p. m. Greenville 5.35 a. m. Guilford 6.44 a. m.
did the cutting, and jonTl have to pay attract the very best element among he worshiped Thorpe. And in turn the 1stage
The
above
time-table
shows
time
boats
may
be
I
Dover
7.02
a.m.
Brownville
7.20 a. m. Milo 7.30 a.
lumberman accorded him a good na expected to arrive and depart from the several
experts to estimate the probable woodsmen was Camp One. Old woods tured
jm .
affection.
I
points,
but
is
not
guaranteed.
men
will
still
tell
you
about
it,
with
a
■mount of the timber. Bow much, on
1.00 p. in. Leave Caribou 6.00 a. m. Presque
H. H. FIELD, General Manager.
Financially the company was rated
Isle 6.20 a. m. Fort Fairfield 6.00 a. m. Houlton
a broad guess, would you estimate the longing reminiscent glimmer in the
8.05
a. m. Ashland 6.50 a. m. Patten 8.50 a. m.
high
and
yet
was
heavily
in
debt.
This
corners of their eyes as they recall its
Umber to come to?"
Millinocket 10.16 a. m. Brownville 11.25 a. m.
; Milo 11.34 a. m.
“There ought to be eight or ten mil- glories and the men who worked in it. condition of affairs by no means con
an anomaly in the lumbering
7.25 p. in.—Leaving Kineo 1.20 p. m. Greenville
Hmm,” guessed Thorpe after an ln- To have “put In” a winter in Camp stitutes
3.40 p, m. Monson 3 35 p. m. Guilford 4.50 p. m.
business.
■tant's silence, “worth in the stump One was the mark of a master and the
[ Dover 5.08 p. in. Limestone 9.50 a.m . Van Buren
|?W
e
have
everything
in
the
livery
line
The profits of the first five years had
.1.25 a. m. Caribou 11.40 p. m. Presque Isle 12.11
Anywhere from sixteen to twenty thou ambition of every raw recruit to the
m. Fort Fairfield 11.35 a. m. Houlton 2.00 p.
been immediately reinvested in the ! that is needed. The stable has been p.
sand dollars. It would cost me only forest
m. Fort Kent 10.40 a. m. Ashland 12.45 p. m. Patbusiness.
Thorpe
intended
to
establish
'
ten
p. in. Sherman 3.27 p. m. Millinocket 4.20
But
Camp
One
was
a
privilege.
A
enlarged and newly equipped through [ p. m.2.50Brownville
tight hundred to buy It.”
5.33 p. m. Milo 5. 43 p. m. La
“Do so by all means. Get your doc n a n entered it only after having in a few years more a big plant which out. Exp meed drivers will take grange 6.10 p. m.
would
be
returning
benefices
in
pro
j 11.45 p. m. Leaving Van Buren 2.30 p. m. Car
uments and evidence all In shape and proved himself; he remained In it only
ibou 4.10 p. m. Fort Fairfield 4.15 p. m. Presque
. esired.
let me have them. I’ll see that the ault as long as his efficiency deserved the portion not only to the capital original parties w'
J
isle 4.38 p. m. Houlton 6.20 p. m. MilHnooket 8.43
honor. Its members were invariably ly invested, but also in ratio to the en
I p. m.
hi discontinued then.”
P,
a
_
c-rlA
R
D
SQ
N
&
CO
.,
ergy.
time
and
genius
he
had
himself
I C. C. BROWN, General Pass, and Ticket
nt.
The next day Thorpe took the train recruited from one of the other four
, W. M. BROWN, General Superin tor r v : ..
Berth. By the time he had bought the camps, never from applicants who had expended;
Rangeley,
•
M
ain
e.
Bangor. M ,O cto b er 8, 190'*
Every autumn the company found It
flxteep forties constituting the section, not been In Thorpe’s employ.

The Blazed
| T ra.il ::

searched out a dozen witnesses to the
theft and spent a week with the Mar
quette expert in looking over the
ground he had fallen into the swing of
work again. His experience still ached,
but dully.
Only now he possessed no interests
outside of those in the new country,
no affections save the half protecting,
good natured comradeship with Wal
lace. the mutual self restraint respect
that subsisted between Tim Shearer
and himself and the dumb, unreason*ing dog liking be shared with Injun
Charley. His eye became clearer and
steadier, his methods more simple and
direct. The taciturnity of his mood re
doubled in thickness. He was less
charitable to failure on the part of sub
ordinates. And the new firm on the
Ossawinamakee prospered.

E

First-Class Livery.
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CARRY POND CAMPS.
FISHING FINE, ONE PARTY

SUPERSTITIOUS WOODSMEN.

TAKING French

140 T R O U l.

Canadians Believe Chickadee’s
Song Foretells Bad Luck.

“ Lumber jacks or woodsmen as most
city people know them,’’ saida man
the Fishing Qu.te Equal to That of who had been boss in lumber camps the
Old Times.
other day, “ are most superstitions.
Every little thing seems to have an
(Special co rresp o n d en ce to M a in e W oods .)
evil or good omen. Even the song or
B ingham , May 8, 1905.
Fishing is fine at Carry Pond Camps. chirrup of winter birds means some
J. H. Montgomery and J. J. Lander, thing to them. In my long experience
Jr., of Bingham were the first to try in the woods I have found these super
their luck, taking 140 trout. Willis stitions, though contradictory, to be
Clough and W. Johnson of Madison and absolutely b lieved in by the majority
G. W. Lambert and D. B. Dinsmore of of the men who chop trees for the lum
Madison got their baskets all full of ber market. Particularly is it true of
the French Canadian lumber jacks.
fine trout.
“ I recall a peculiar incident that hap
R. V. Ham and David Bean are in
camp and as they are old fishermen pened several years ago. Shortly after
here they will no doubt catch a fine the men had turned out to go to work,
I left the camp with my ax to place a
string.
N.
S. Steward of Skowhegan, withnew chopping crew that I was about to
J. G. Forrest of Boston, has been in put on. Halfway up the main road I
camp several days and they have caught met Joe Bensoin, one of the best head
some fine strings. Mr. Forrest was choppers in the camp, comir.g back.
here 13 years ago and he notes quite a Thinking that he had broken his ax I
change here, but finds the fishing up said: ‘What’s the matter, Joe? Broke
your ax?’
with old times.
“ ‘No, boss, I no broke my ax?’
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Butler of North
“ I saw that he was looking blue and
Cornville are working at the camps.
Mrs. Butler does cabin work and helps I pressed him for the reason of his com
at meal time. Mrs. Sawyer of Madison ing back to camp.
“ ‘I guess I work no more myself to
does the cooking. Mrs. Sawyer worked
at the camps seven months last season day, ’ he replied. ‘I hear that chicka
dee sing right out before me. That
and was well liked by all the guests.
means bad luck and I not do any chop ;
today. ’
GREAT RUN OF SMELTS.
“ I knew that it was useless to ask
Green Lake Popular and Some Very Fine him to work that day, so I put on his
second chopper in charge of the gang
Fish Being Caught.
The spring fishing season has begun and went off with the new crew.
“ At about noon the second chopper
in dead earnest and every pond where
trout are known to occur has its quota was brought back to camp with an ugly
of fishermen. Most of the people who gash in his instep. He had been knot
go out are lucky and many and large ting a tree when the ax glanced. This
are the stories that are going the rounds is a common accident and of course had
nothing to do with the chickadee’s song,
nowadays.
Green lake seems to be the favorite for their delightful music can be heard
spot and not a day passes now that its at any time of the day ahead or behind
surface is not dotted with boats. The anyone traveling through the wToods.
“ ‘What I tole you?’ said Joe, when
best of the fishing has not really begun
yet, but a good number of salmon and I reached the camp. ‘I tole you it be
trout have been taken. The smelts bad luck and you see what happened.
ought to begin to run in a few days and The man who hear him when he first
such an event always means salmon in start out in the morning sure to have
plenty. Fast day saw fishermen there very bad luck. ’ ’'
with every kind of tackle that was ever
ENGLISH PHEASANTS’ HAVOC
devised by the brain of man and some
of it was successful injuring the silvery
Wage Destructive War on Native Game
beauties from the depths.
The biggest salmon yet recorded for
and Are Hard to Kill.
the lake this season was taken by Edgar
Some sportsmen think that it looks as
J. Emery and wreighed 71-2 pounds. if the experience with the imported
Josiah Stew:'rt came in a good second English sparrows and the German carp
with a 5 1-2-pounder and Roy Getchell were going to be repeated in a minor
was the happy possessor of a 3 12- degree in the case of the English pheas
pound square tailed trout when the day ant.
was over. Reuel S. Kimball went to
The English sparrow has practically
Branch pond for the day and was re driven oui ? the districts where it has
warded with a good sized salmon and established itself the native insectivor
Walter S. Higgins also got a fine trout. ous birds and the carp is working havoc
There were numerous other good catch among game and food fishes. The Eng
es, but the fishing is nothing to what it lish pheasant is now charged with de
will be when the smelts begin to seek liberately killing the native pheasant at
the streams.
a rate which threatens to exterminate
The Penobscot is full of smelts and it in a few years.
since two men got a barrel and a half
One sportsman who lately returned
the other night many other barrels of from a hunting trip to Scioto says that
the delicious little fellows have been in a day’s tramp he found seven dea .
taken. One nDht up near the dam pheasants, all apparently killed by other
there were 20 or more fires along the birds. On comparing notes with other
shore, each surrounded by an excited hunters he found that they had had
group with dip nets and drag nets, much the same experience, one of them
hauling fish ashore in true Biblical saying that he had found three dead
style. The catches wer^* large and pheasants within 100 yards.
many a family has been enjoying the
Woodsmen say there is intense hos
results of the night’s work. The fish tility between the English and the naare attracted by the lights of the fires :ive pheasant and the former hunt the
and foolishly curious meet a quick and latter with persistence. When they
certain fate.
meet it is a fight to the death. As the
F E W SALM O N K IL L E D .
English bird is much the heavier and
The conditions at the salmon pool are larger the finish is nearly always disas
pretty nearly ideal for fishing but sur trous to the native pheasant.
prisingly few have been killed on the
The English pheasants are difficult to
early run. So few have been taken shqot. They are swift and erratic in
that it can hardly be called a run at all. flight, but they do not owe their lives so
Fishermen are hoping for better things much to that fact as to the wisdom they
later in the season, but the older ones display in steering for a field or a large
are shaking their heads over the situa open space the second they detect the
tion and predict the extinction of the presence of an enemy and they can de
Penobscot salmon, the most royal fish tect one a long distance off. Hiding
that ever swam.
Gradually for 15 themselves as well as possible in the
years the run of fish has been growing gra s, they keep so sharp a lookout for
smaller and it appears today that it is danger that neither man nor dog .can
only a question of time when fishing in come within gunshot without the birds
the Penobscot will be a tradition. — flushing. To bring down one of these
Bangor Commercial.
oirds requires the quickest and most ex
pert sharpshooting.—Chicago InterFish Dying at Quimby Pond.
Several guides and others report see Ocean.
ing a great many dead fish floating on : —— —r—-— ———-------- - j the water at Quimby pond. Rangeley,
_
—^
this spring. It is reported that at least f-3
rl P
1
500 have been counted. What caused ’
l l 1K*
the death of the fish is not known. P r o m p t ly . “ L . F . ” S a i e to V s c .
Deck Quimbv, who lives near the pond,
Sirs:—
says the pond froze very deep last win Dear
I have taken your “L. F.” Bitters
ter—in fact some of the spring holes,
where the fish stay, were frozen nearly for a good many years, and have al
ways derived benefit from it.
or quite to the bottom.
It is unequaled for headache and
stomach trouble, also disordered fiver.
Crow’s Nest Anglers.
Would not be without it in the house.
Hon. Joel Wilbur of Phillips and Mr.
Yours respectfully,
H. G. Turner of Ashcroft, Mass., who
MRS. JULIA A. COUSINS,
owns the Crow’s Nest camp on Moose- Feb. 2i. 1904.
East Blue Hill, Me.
lookmeguntic lake with Mr. Wilbur,
“L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters remove the
have been enjoying the early fishing on cause of the headache. Don’t take
Mooselookmeguntic and
Cupsuptic dangerous powders that deaden the
lakes.
pain and leave the poison in the system.
A Visitor of Thirteen Years Ago Finds
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“Glad it isn’t the busy season!” he I of their beings. Now his spirit halted.
commented to himself. "Here. I must [ Their bravery, pride of caste, resource,
[Continued from Page 6.]
quit this! Guess it’s the warm weather. bravado, boastfulness—all these he had
checked off approvingly. Here now
“But it would save your commercial I’ll get down to the mill for a day or Was the idea of the mate. Somewhere
two.”
honor.”
There he found himself incapable of [ for each of them w as a “K itty,” a
“Harry,” cried Wallace suddenly,
“daisy Sunday best-day girl.” At the
“couldn’t this firm go on my note for even the most petty routine work. He present or In the past these woods
sat at his desk at 8 o’clock and began
the perusal of a slieaf of letters. The roisterers, this F ighting Forty, had
first three he read carefully, the follow known love. Thorpe rose abruptly and
ing two rather hurriedly, of the next turned at random into the forest. The
one he seized only the salient and es song pursued him as he went.
“I took her to a dance one night,
sential points, the seventh and eighth
A mossback gave the bidding;
he skimmed, the remainder of the bun Silver Jack bossed the shebang.
dle he thrust aside in uncontrollable
And B ig Dan played the fiddle.
We danced and drank the livelong night.
impatience. Next day he returned to
W ith fights between the dancing,
the woods.
Till S ilv er Jack cleaned out the ranch
The incident of the letters had
And sen t the m o ssb a ck s p ran cin g.”
aroused to the full his old fighting spir
And with the increasing war and
it. before which no mere instincts turmoil of the quick water the last
could stand.
shout of the Fighting Forty mingled
Once more liis mental process became faintly and was lost.
clear and incisive, his commands direct
“B u n g yer eye! B u n g yer eye!”
and to the point. To all outward ap
Thorpe found himself at the edge of
pearance Thorpe was as before.
the woods facing a little glade Into
He opened Camp One. and the Fight which streamed the radiance of a full
ing Forty came back from distant moon.
drinking joints. This was in early Sep
There he stood and looked silently,
tember. That ablebodied and devoted not understanding, not earing to In
band of men was on band when need
quire. Across the way a white-throat
ed. Shearer in some subtle manner of was singing, clear, beautiful, like the
his own had let them feel that this year shadow’ of a dream. The girl stood
meant 30,000,000 or “bust.” They listening.

THE BLAZED TRAIL.

Wallace Carpenter stood before him.
thirty thousand more? Its credit is
good, and that amount w ould save my
m argins.”
“You are partner,” replied Thorpe.
“Your signature is as good as mine in
this firm.”
“B ut you know I wouldn’t do it w ith
out your consent,” replied W allace re
proachfully. “Oh, Harry!” cried the
boy. “W hen you needed th e amount I
let you have it!”
Thorpe sm iled.
“You know you can have it if It’s to
be had, W allace. I w asn’t hesitating
on that account. I was m erely trying
to figure out where we can raise such
a sum as $00,000. We haven’t got it.”
“But you’ll never have to pay it.” as
sured W allace eagerly. “If I can save
my m argins I’ll be all right.”
“A man has to figure on paying w hat
ever he puts his signature to,” assert
ed Thorpe. “I can give you our note
payable at the end o f a year. Then I’ll
hustle in enough timber to make up
the amount. It means we don’t get
our railroad; that’s a ll.”
“I knewTyou’d help me out. Now it’s
all right,” said W allace, with a re
lieved air.
Thorpe shook his head. He w a s al
ready trying to figure how to increase
his cut to 30,000,000 feet.
"I’ll do it.” he muttered to him self
after Wallace had gone out to visit the
mill. “I’ve been dem anding success of
others for a good m any years; now I’ll
demand it of m y self.”

tightened their leather belts and stood
Her small, fair head w as inclined
ready for command. After much dis ever so little sideways, and her finger
cussion with Shearer the young man w as on her lips as though she w ished
decided to take out the logs from to still the very hush of night, to which
“eleven” by driving them down French Impression the inclination of her sup
creek.
ple body lent its grace. The moon
To this end a gang w as put to clear light shone full upon her countenance.
ing the creek bed. It w as a trem en A little w hite face it w as, w ith wide,
dous job. Centuries of forest life had j clear eyes and a sensitive, proud mouth
choked the little stream nearly to the { that now half parted like a child’s.
level of its banks. Old snags and H er eyebrow s arched from her straight
stum ps lay imbedded in the ooze; de nose in the peculiarly graceful curve
cayed trunks, moss grown, blocked the that falls just short of pride on the
current; leaning tamaracks, fallen tim  one side and of power on the other
ber, tangled vines, dense thickets, gave to fill the eyes with a pathos of trust
to its course more the appearance of a and innocence. The man w atching
tropical jungle than of a north country could catch the poise of her long w hite
brook bed. All these things had to be neck ana m e molten moon nre rrom
removed one by one and either piled to her tumbled bair—the color of corn
one side or burned. In the end, how silk, but finer.
ever, it would pay. French creek w as
Behind her lurked the low, even
not a large stream, but it could be shadow of the forest where the moon
driven during the time of the spring w as not, a band of velvet against
freshets.
which the girl and the light-touched
Each night the men returned In the tw igs and bushes and grass blades
beautiful dreamlike twilight to the were etched like frost against a black
camp. There they sat after eating, window pane. There w as something,
smoking their pipes in the open air. too, of the frostwork’s evanescent spir
Much of the time they sang, while Phil, itual quality in the scene, as though at
crouching wolf-like over his violin, any moment, w ith a buff of the balmy
rasped out an accompaniment of disso sum mer wind, the radiant glade, the
nances. The men’s voices lent them hovering figure, the fi Agreed silver of
selves well to the weird minor strains the entire setting would melt Into the
of the chanteys. These times, when the accustomed stern and menacing forest
men sang and the night wind rose and of the northland, w ith its w olves and
died in the hemlock tops, were Thorpe’s its w ild deer and the voices of its
worst moments. His soul, tired with sterner calling.
the day’s iron struggle, fell to brooding.
Thorpe held his breath and waited.
He wanted something, he knew not Again the white-throat lifted his clear,
what.
spiritual note across the brightness,
The men were singing in a mighty slow, trem bling with ecstasy. The girl

chorus, swaying their heads in unison
and bringing out with a roar the em
phatic words of the crude ditties writ
ten by some genius from their own
ranks.
“Come all ye so n s o f freedom through ou t i
old M ichigan,
Come all y e g a lla n t lum berm en, list to a
sh a n ty m an.
On the b an k s of th e M uskegon, w here the
rapid w a ters flown
Oh. w e ’ll range the w ild w oods o’er w hile
a-lu m b erin g w e go .”

CHAPTER X X I.
HE moment had struck for the
woman. Tliorpe did not know
it, but it was true. A solitary,
Here was the bold unabashed front
brooding life in the midst of of the pioneer, he?'e was absolute cer
grand surroundings; an active, stren
tainty in the superiority of his calling,
uous life among great responsibilities; absolute scorn of all others. Thorpe
a starved, hungry life of the affections passed his hand across his brow. The
whence even the sister had withdrawn same spirit was once fully and freely
her love—all these had worked un his.
obtrusively toward the formation of a "The m u sic o f our burnished ax sh all
single psychological condition. Such a
m a k e the w ood s resound,
moment comes to every man. Then are And m a n y a lo fty a n cien t pine w ill tu m 
b le to the ground.
happiness and misery beside which the At n ig h t around our sh a n ty fire» w e’ll sin g
mere struggle to dominate men be
w h ile rude w in d s blow.
comes trivial, the petty striving with Oh, w e ’ll range the wild w ood s o’er w'hile
a -lu m b erin ’ w e g o !”
the forces of nature a little thing, and
That was what he was here for.
the woman he at that time meets is
more than a woman; she is the best of Things were going right. It would be
pitiful to fail merely on account of this
that man made visible.
Thorpe found himself for the first idiotic lassitude, this unmanly weak
time filled with the spirit of restless ness. this boyish impatience and desire
ness. His customary iron evenness of for play. He a woodsman! He a fellow
temper was gone, so that he wandered with these big strong men!
A single voice, clear and high, struck
quickly from one detail of his work to
another without seeming to penetrate into a quick measure:
“I am a jo lly sh a n ty boy,
below' the surface need of any one task.
A s you w ill soon d iscover;
But a week before he had felt himself
To all th e dodges I am fly,
absorbed in the component parts of his
A h u stlin g pine wood rover.
enterprise. Nowr he was outside of it.
A p ea v ey hook it Is m y pride;
N
An a x I w ell can handle;
Thorpe took this state of mind much to
To fell a tree or punch a bull
heart and combated it. Invariably he
Get ra ttlin g D a n n y R a n d a ll.”
held himself to his task. By an effort,
And then, with a rattle and crash, the
a tremendous effort, he succeeded in
doing so. The effort left him limp. He whole Fighting F o r t y shrieked out the
found himself often standing or mov chorus:
“ B u n g yer ey e! B u n g yer e y e !”
ing gently, his eyes staring sightless,
Active, alert, prepared for any emer
his will chained so softly and yet so
firmly that be icit
Ur W b T:T» gency that might arise; hearty, ready
hardly the (.l:\-urc to birak f :u the for everything, from punching bulls to
dream that lulled him. Then he was felling trees—that was something like
conscious of the physical warmth of Thorpe despised himself. The song
the sun. the faint sweet wood smells, went on:
“I lo v e a g irl in S agin aw ;
the soothing cares of the breeze, the
e liv es w ith her m other.
sleepy cicada-like note of the' pine * I Sd hefy
all M ichigan
creeper. He wanted nothing so much
T o find su ch a n o th e r.
S h e’s ta li and slim ; her h a ir is red;
as to sit on the pine needles there in
H er fa ce is plum p and pretty.
the golden Hood of radiance and dream
S h e’s m y d a isy S u nday b est-d a y girl,
—dream o n — vaguely, comfortably,
And her fron t n a m e sta n d s for K itty .”
sweetly.
And again, as before, the Fighting
"Lord, Lord!” he cried impatiently. Forty howled truculently:
“What’s coming to me? I must be a lit
“B u n g yer eye! B u n g yer e y e !”
tle off my feed!”
The
words were vulgar, the air u
And he hurried rapidly to his duties. mere minor
chant. Yet Thorpe s mind
After an hour of the hardest concentra w
as stilled. H is aroused subconscious
tion he had ever been required to be ness
had been engaged in reconstruct
stow on a trivial subject he again un ing these
men entire as their songs
consciously sank by degrees into the voiced rudely
the inner characteristics
old apathy.

m

[To be Continued.]

“ IT SAVED MY LIFE”
PRAISE

FOR

A

FAMOUS

MEDICINE

Mrs. Willadsen Tells How She Tried Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound Just
In Time.
_______
Mrs. T. C. W illadsen, of M anning,
Iow a, w rites to Mrs. Pinkham :
Dear Mrs..Pinkham :—
“ I can truly say that you have saved my
life, and I cannot express my gratitude to
you in words.

Before I wrote to you, telling you how I
felt, I had doctored for over two years steady
and spent lots of money on medicines besides,
but it all failed to help me. My monthly pe
riods had ceased and I suffered much pain,
with fainting spells, headache, backache and
bearing-down pains, and I was so weak I
could hardly keep around. As a last resort
I decided to write you and try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and I am so
thankful that I did^ for after following your
instructions, which you sent me free of all
charge, my monthly periods started ; I am
regular and in perfect health. Had it not
been for you I would be in my grave to-day.
“ I sincerely trust that this letter may lead
every suffering woman in the country to
write you for help as I did.”
When wom en are troubled w ith Ir
regular or painful m enstruation, w eak
ness, leucorrhcea, displacem ent or u l
ceration o f th e womb, th a t bearingdown feelin g , inflam m ation of the ova
ries, backache, flatulence, general de
b ility, indigestion and nervous prostra
tion, th ey should remember there is
one tried and true remedy. Lydia E,
P inkham ’s V egetable Compound at once
rem oves such troubles.
No other fem ale m edicine in the world
has received such w idespread and un
qualified endorsem ent. R efuse all sub
stitu tes.
Mrs. Pinkham invites a ll sick women
to w rite her for advice. She has guided
thousands to health. Address, Lynn,
Mass.
juj ww
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laws with regard to protection of game
H O T E L S A N D C A M P S.
H O T E L S A N D C A M P S.
CAMPERS FROM BUCKFIELD,
and protection from forest fires are
Me r c e b , M e .
Aroostook Count)-.
Cottages to Rent on the Belgrade lakes, all fur TROUT CAUGHT BEFORE LAKES HAD
YOU MUST BE CAREFUL HOW YOU enjorced.
nished at low rates. Nice sandy beach. Address,
The license fee for nonresidents
J. Littlefield, Mercer, Me.
BEEN MUCH FISHED.
USE IT IN NEW BRUNSWICK.
V ia O x bo w , M e .
hunting moose or caribou is increased Atkins's Camps. Famous for Moose, deer and Telephone connections.
big fish. Write for special small maps and circu
Geo . W. R o ss .
New Laws Passed at Fredericton For the from $30 to $50.
Boat First Used Was Split From Pine
Penobscot County.
lar to
W. M. Atkins, Oxbow, Me.

JOHNNY GET YOUR GUN.

Better P ote tion of Large and Small

Bird Notes From Islesboro.

Via O xbo w , M e .

B a n g o r , Ma in e .

That Would Now Be Worth Almost

Spider Lake Camps. Good camps. Unexcelled Bangor House, distributing point for Moosehead
Any Price. But it Was Heavy.
There was some discussion here this trout
fishing'. Good accommodations. Allegash Lake, Aroostook and Washington counties.
H. A. Chapman & Son, Proprietors.
trips
a specialty. Address,
spring
as
to
the
time
of
the
fishhawk’s
[Special correspondence to Ma in e W oods .]
The
Buckfield camp, so-called, was
Arbo & Libby, Oxbow, Me.
coming. One man, who knows consid
V a n c e b o e o , May 1, 1905.
i for years an object of interest to those
Somerset County.
who had occasion to go back and forth
I inclose you the new game laws of erably more about the bird than anyone
Franklin Countv.
J a ck m a n , Me ., P. O.
between Mooselookmeguntic and Cupthe Provinces. The ice went out at else I know, said it would be the last of
Gerard’s Camps on Little Spencer Waters of Big
Rangeley L ak es.
Spencer Lake. The place to come for trout and suptic lakes. It ^tood on the ledge
Grand Lake stream last Thursday. April or first of May before we should Camp
Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write togue. Good camps, good Rangeley boats and
see
the
osprey.
On
April
1
I
saw
one
The prospects for fishing are good but
for free circular.
good trails to all of the outlying ponds. Good known as Buckfield point and it was
fishing in the big lake in front of the cabins as the happy fishing ground of several
Capt. F. C. Barker, Prop’r. Bemis.
the water is very low in all the lakes. fishhawk. The next day our lighthouse
soon as the ice goes out. Come early and see for
yourselves,
w -11 known Oxford county men in the
I guess that is the case all over the ket per saw one, and from then on the
R angeley L a k es, Me .
Thomas Gerard, Prop’r., Jackman, Me.
sixties before the Rangeley lakes were
country. They claim they have double birds were commonly noticed. There
Via B in g h a m .
much known. Hon. Geo. D, Bisbee of
the number booked for Grand Lake are a great many fishhawk’s nests on
Carry Ponds Camps. Write me for information
stream at the present time to what the island that have been here for
before deciding where to go for a fishing trip or Rumford Falls, member of the Govern
| an outing. Fine fly fishing at these camps. Only or’s council from the third councillor
years. The nests are added to a little
they ever had before at this time.
two hours’ walk to Pierce Pond where the large
1salmon are taken. Special attention given to fam district, was u member of the Buckfield
Fishing is starting in well at Tunk each season so that the structure be
ilies during the summer months.
K • » * ! » (I Aff « QKBUf. (ft it ad
comes
a
pretty
big
nest
as
the
years
club. He began coming to the lakes in
pond, also Cathance lake and Bog lake
Henry J. Lane, Bingham, Me.
1865 and has fished there nearly every
a t Northfield, nine miles from Machias. pass on. Rev. George 10. Tufts makes
F l a g sta ff, Me .
year
since. There were originally four
It is a little early to give you much in an interesting point along this line.
The Flagstaff. Fishermen, tourists and hunters
He says that to every nest are three
find this an ideal place to spend their vacation. members of the Buckfield party, viz,,
formation.
Salmon and square tailed trout are found in near
birds, one female and two males.
Following are the new game laws:
by lakes, while pickerel fishing in Flagstaff pond Geo. D. Bisbee, Artemus Cole, Lorenzo
is unsurpassed. Moose, deer and black bears are Atwood and James H. DeCoster, all of
Some important amendments have About the time of the osprey’s coming
found here. Small game in abundance
Dupk
unexcelled. A delightful fifty mile canoe Buck held. Mr. DeCoster is postmaster
been made to the game laws during the the great blue heron, or “crane” as Mountain V iew House is one of'the most modern, shooting
trip
to
Big
Spencer
lake.
up
to
date
summer
homes
in
the
state
of
Maine.
he is commonly called, was noticed. Its beautiful location at the foot of Rangeley
at Mechanic Falls at the present time.
session just ended.
Frank Savage Jr., Flagstaff, Me.
on a picturesque cove, gives it many at
Later the party was increased by the
The close season for partridge will There are two colonies of this bird on lake
tractions. while the best of fishing is within close
addition of Jason Farrar, S. C. Thornes,
end Sept. 14 of this year and in future the island and they make an interest proximity. The boating and canoeing are the
Washington County,
best on the lake; the drives are unsurpassed for
I Samuel Thornes, Nahum Moore, who
will extend from Nov. 30 in each year ing study all by themselves.
beautiful scenery and the woods around are filled
G r a n d L ak e S t r e a m , M e .
It
happened
so
that
I
was
not
out
for
with
delightful paths and trails. Croquet and
was for so many years a conductor on
until Sept. 15 in the year following.
The
Birches.
Come
here
for
your
fall
hunting.
tennis grounds adjoin the house. The cuisine is
Frank H. Ball.
the Portland & Rumford Falls railway;
No calf moose can be hunted under some days along {iere, so it was the of the best; fruit,vegetables, fish and game in
season with plenty of milk and cream. Pure
James Irish of Hartland, Alfred Cole
the age of two years, instead of one 16th before I saw the kingfisher. 'The their
spring water is furnished the house from a spring
New Hampshire.
Rooms large, well lighted and pleasant.
and Chas. H. Prince, who afterwards
year as formerly, and no cow caribou | morning of the 21st saw mild and de- above.
Hunters find plenty of deer, partridge and wood
R a n g eley L ak es.
settled in Georgia and became a mem
can be hunted. No license can be ob | lightful. I got an early start for a cock in the woods near by.
booklet to
Lakeside House, on Umbagog, a most picturesque ber of Congress from that state.
tained to shoot a cow caribou. The walk and had not gone far before the Send for 1905
L. E. Bowley, Mountain View House,
retreat, charming scenery, beautiful drives, excel
Mountain View. Rangeley Lakes, Me. lent boating, good fishing. Send, for booklet.
When the party first began to make
penalty for such offense is set at a fine song of the hermit thrush from the
E. H. Davis. Proprietor, Lakeside, N. H.
their visits they would drive their teams
of from $100 to $200, or from 20 days to deep spruces back, reached me. Far
E u s t is , Me .
ther on, in some second growth, the Round Mountain Lake Camps. Located in the
as far as possible which was to the
two months’ imprisonment.
of the Maine woods, 10 miles from Eustis. The Fishing Season Is In Full Swing at
Bowley farm owned by the father of
No gun or other firearm shall be car ! “ zee! zee! zee!” of the black and white heart
Best of trout fishing at all times, both lake and
Sebec Lake.
Fine hunting, large and small game.
the
present proprietor of the Mountain ried into any forest or wood or other warbler was heard. Very early in the stream.
Detached log cabins, open fires.
As has been heralded throughout the View Hou e. Mr. Bowley furnished
resort for moose or caribou between morning it is hard to hear aught save
Round Mountain Lake Camps,
Dion O. Blackwell, Mgr.,
state the ice left Sebec lake last Satur- them a big boat made of old cleft
Nov. 30 in any year an I Sept. 15 in the woodpeckers and robins; and they are
Eustis, Franklin County, Me.
New York office, Room 29, 335 Broadway.
das and the spring fishing season has pumpkin pine and a pair of oxen to
year following, without a permit of a lively. Passing through an old orchard
opened in full swing. Owing to the haul it to the lake. Pine like what
game warden. Formerly this section where some ploughing had recently
W e l d , Me .
"Eureka." The best place in Maine for fishing. cold weather of the past week the fish Mr. Bowley used in that boat would be
applied only to parks and reserves. been done, there was the whirr of many Trout,
salmon and bass. Send for booklet.
ermen have not been as numerous as worth a big price now, but the boat
The penalty for an offense under this wings and the demurely colored spar
The Maples, F. W. Drew, Mgr., Weld. Me.
had been expected, but a large influx is was awfully heavy. At this time Mr.
section is set a'; a fine not to exceed $40 row was much in evidence. I picked
R angeley L a k es.
or imprisonment for one month in jail, out two that I had seen before, the Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of expected during the second week of the Ball was at Indian Rock. Chase and
and wardens may confiscate any arms vesper sparrow- and the grasshopper. Bald Mountain in a good fishing and hunting sec present month. Some of the best Sargent of Haverhill, Mass., who built i
The first named has a beautiful song tion. [Steamboat accommodations G. K. Tele catches have been made by people from Camp Haverhill, were also visitors to
carried contrary to this law.
and sings as though he made a business phone at camps. Two mails daily. Write for Foxcroft and Dover.
the lakes at that time.
MUST HAVE LICENSE TO SHOOT DEER.
free circular to
of it. Coming home I was luckyThe first fish to be taken after the ice
Amos Ellis, Prop’r, Bald Mountain, Me.
In future hunters must have a license enough to see yet another flock of wild *
went out was hauled in by Orman
M ine Fire Don’’s.
V ia F a r m in g to n .
to shoot deer and no deer may be shot | geese. This was not a large flock,
Thompson. It was a fine salmon weigh
Clear W ater Camps. First-class fishing.
(From Woods and Waters.)
at night. Penalty under this section, however, and somehow the birds looked
E. G. Gay, Route 1, Farmington, Me.
ing close to 7 pounds. Mr. Thompson
which of course applies also to moose tired.—A. L. P. in Republican Journal.
Let every Person who goes into the
D e a d R iver R e g io n .
also caught eight other salmon, all
and caribou, is a fine of $50 to $150, or
G reene’s Farm is headquarters at the entrance smaller than the one first mentioned. forest keep in mind the following list of
to the Dead River region. Trains run within less |
don'ts:
imprisonment for one month to three
than a quarter of a mile of my house and are met , While here he and his companion also
Don’t build a camp fire until all the
months.
by my teams.
eople stopping at my house over j
night can take the train, arriving in Boston at 9 had the good luck to see a fine bull
A n A n irp a l S to ry P o r
dry leaves and inflammable material
Deputy wardens must pass an exami
p. m. There are plenty of deer in this section.
moose on the shore of Buck’s cove. In
I. W. Greene, Prop’r, Coplin, Me.
have been raked away to a safe dis
nation to the satisfaction of the survey- j
L it t le FolR 5
company with the bull was a large cow
tance.
or general as to their knowledge of
S t r a t t o n . Me .
Hotel Blanchard. Centrally located in the Dead j and they did not appear to be in the
woodcraft, the habits and resorts of
Don’t go away and leave your camp
River region. Good table and clean beds. Good least frightened by the presence of the
game animals, the provisions of the dif- j
fire burning. Extinguish it completely
livery connected. Parties taken to any and all j
The Cautious Gobbler
fishermen.
camps in this section at reasonable rates.
ferent acts for protection of game and
before you move on.
E. H. Grose, Prop’r, Stratton, Me.
L. W. Gilbert of Bath, who has been
such other matters as the surveyor gen
Don’t leave a smudge burning while
N ea r R a n g e l e y .
The Rev. Ishbosheth Whitewash had
eral may require. But all now acting at one time a large brood of fowls. Point P leasant. Stop and consider. This is a at the lake for several days, caught one you are absent.
nice place to spend a summer vacation. For rates of the largest salmon yet taken. The
as deputy wardens shall continue to act They kept him supplied with eggs and
Don’t throw down a lighted match or
particulars correspond with
fish weighed nearly 8 pounds dressed
until called on to pass the examination. enough to make cake for the donation
stub of a cigar. When you light your
Hinkley & Roberts, Rangeley, Me.
and was a beauty. A large party of
The section compelling wardens to parties that so frequently visited him.
cigar or pipe extinguish the match be
O n P h il l ip s & R a n g e le y R a il r o a d .
forward to the surveyor general the They also furnished food for the large Redington Camps and Cottages. Good accom- j Portland men passed through here, re fore throwing it on the ground.
with best fishing and hunting. One cently, bound for the lake where they
names of guides in their district Jis re number of visiting clergy who found it modations,
Don’t set fire to a birch tree for the
minute’s walk from Redington station. Write for j expect to spend the time fishing. They
circular.
J. F. Hough. Prop’r.,
pealed.
fun
of the thing.
convenient to drop in whenever they
P. O. Rangeley, Me.
will make their headquai*ters with
Under this section the fee for a li
Don’t burn a bee tree or use fire to
Landlord Packard at the Lake House.
S k in n e r , Me .
cense for a resident of Charlotte county
smoke out game until every possible
Log Cabin Retreat. Finest fishing and deer The Lake House has been thoroughly
to shoot a deer is placed at $2 and for a
precaution is taken to prevent the
hunting in Maine. Send for circular.
renovated during the spring and the in
nonresident at $50. The latter license
flames from spreading.
Log Cabin Retreat, Skinner, Me.
terior is shining with fresh paint and
embodies the right to shoot one bull
Don’t go away and leave the tree on
P h il l ip s , Me .
on many of the floors have been placed
moose and ope bull caribou.
P hillips Hotel. Carriage meets all trains. Good
fire
new carpetings. Mr. Packard is all
fishing.
C. A. Mahoney. Prop’r.
WARDENS HAVE MUCH POWER.
ready for the summer season, which he
Camp and Hotel Printing.
H a in e s L a n d in g , M e .
Wardens may confiscate the head of
expects to be a good one.
Mooselook m eguntic
There
is nothing like arranging for
any moose or. caribou unless it is ac
House offers excellent ac
commodations t o sports
your printing early. The season of 1905
companied by the owner or properly
men. It is in close prox
A Guaranteed Cure For Piles.
will be on before we realize it and we
imity to the best fishing the
tagged with the owner’s name.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles.
lake offers. No hay fever.
Your
druggist
will refund money if Pazo Oint can’t make a mistake by getting an
Moreover when any person kills a
Address from Nov. until
May, Theo. L. Page. Prop., ment fails to cure you in six to 14 days. 50 cts.
idea of how to l a y o u t next sea
moose or caribou he must exhibit the
[Senate Cafe, Washington,
son’s printing. Special prices and speD. C. After May 1, Haines
head to a warden, who will affix a tag,
Landing, Me.
i cial arrangements for camp and hotel
stating the name of the person who
P rice 2 SCtv.
printing. We know what you need for
Ra n g e le y , L ake.
killed the animal, the license number
Muuyon’s Springs. The most beautiful spot in
THE
ANCLEKS
cuts.
J. W. B rack ett Co.,
and the time and place of killing. This
Maine.
W. W. Smith, Mgr., Rangeley, Me.
Maine W oods , Phillips, Me.
tag must be preserved and no head
*
ANNUAL/.
A t F a r m in g to n .
D is c lo s in g the h a u n ls and h abits
shall be delivered to the owner when
o f the popular sport inf fishes, and
The Stoddard House is delightfully located for
the favorite b aits, rods and tackle
those wishing to spend the vacation among the
preserved or mounted, nor shall any
o f the ex p ert a n g ler. *: & x
“ t h e y ’r f . a f t e r m e .”
hills and near good fishing and hunting. Write
head be exported without such tag
for particulars.
W. II. McDonald, Prop’r., Farmington, Me.
felt the nee %of chicken. But so lar;.c
attached.
Via R a n g e l e y .
It is further an offense to kill any had been the demand on his larder that
Keim ebago Lake House on the shore of Kennemoose or caribou where it is imprac- the stock was now reduced to a tough bago
Lake. One of the best fishing sections.
ticable to bring out the head for in old rooster and a forlorn turkey gob Good fishing every day in the season. Excellent
accommodations. Address,
bler.
One
day
the
Rev.
I.
Whitewash
spection by a warden so that he may
Richardson Bros., Proprietors,
Kennebago, Me.
affix a tag. Penalty the same as that bad friends to dine and went out into
yard for the capture of one or oth
D e a d R iv er R e g io n .
for hunting moose or caribou without a the
er of the lonesome pair.
The N ew Shaw House, Eustis, Maine, a modern
icense.
Mr. Turkey Gobbler saw him coming. hotel and open to sportsmen. No better hunting
There are about 40 rooms. Corres
g u i d e ’s w i n g s a r e c l i p p e d .
“No, you don’t!’’ he cried as he flew anywhere.
pondence solicited.
A. B. Sargent, Eustis, Me.
Guides having a guide’s license to ac up on the ridgepole of the barn.
“They’re after me,” said the rooster
R a n g e l e y , M a in e .
company hunters cannot at the same
Oqirossoe House. Five minutes walk from staas he slipped through the parson’s fin tion.
MAINE WOODS, Phillips, Maine.
Rates. $2 a day. Lester Thompson, Prop’r.
time have a license to kill any moose gers, leaving a crop of tail feathers.
E u s t is , M e .
or caribou. Before a man can act as
“Git under the barn!” shrieked the Tim Pond Camps. Situated in the Dead River
guide he must be registered in the office gobbler.
Region, 2,000 feet above the sea level. In the
of the surveyor general and hold a cei’heart, of Maine’s best fishing ground. Write for
“Give me time, that’s all!” the roost further
particulars to
ACCIDENTAL s h o o t in g
tificate. The certificates ai*e granted er cried back at him. The parson was
Julian K. Viles. Eustis, Me.
on filing an application with sufficient outwitted. He poked and shooed and
F our M il e s F rom R a n g e l e y .
IN T H E G A M E S E A S O N ,
particulars and on payment of a fee to entreated, but both were wary.
’W horff’s Camps. Dead River Pond, P. O. Ad
At
length,
discouraged,
he
went
into
dress.
Rangeley, Me. Send for circular.
be fixed. The license will, remain in
E. B. Whorff, Proprietor.
BY JOHN FRANCIS SPRAGUE. '
force until canceled by the surveyor the house.
Cautiously Mr. Rooster crept out and
general for good cause shown. For crowed up to the gobbler, “D’yerKennebec County.
The best treatise on this subject
merly guides’ licenses expired at the think—he’s—gone—for—g-o-o-d?”
B e l g r a d e L a k e s , Me .
end of the season.
And the cautious old gobbler gobbled Thr Belgrade. Best sportsman’s hotel in New that has ever been published. A
England. Best black bass fishing in the world.
Every nonresident who hunts moose, back:
neat and attractive booklet. Sent to
Chas. A. Hill & Son, Managers.
Have you read the Famous Book on Camping
“Doubtful!
Doubtful!
Doubtful'
caribou or ceer must be acccompanied
any address for 20c. Address
in Maine and New Brunswick: exciting and in
So.
S
m it h f ie l d , M e .
structive. How to camp out is told in a most en
by a registered guide and no guide shall Doubtful!”—St. Louis Post-Dispatch. North Pond Camps. Situated on one of the
tertaining way by E. W. Burt in his 200 page book
seven famous Belgrade Lakes. Bass and trout
take more than five people at once.
* amp Fires in the Wilderness. Twenty-four pho
M A IN E W O O D S,
fishing unexcelled. Log cabins with open stone
To Cure a Cold In One Day
tographs of the woods. Send for it. $1.00, tor
A chief ranger is to be appointed, Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All drug fireplaces, and camps connected with large farm
with M a in e W oods one year $2.00
300 acres. New booklet for 1905 just out. Send
whose duties will be to see that the gists refund the money if it fails to cure. W. W. of
Phillips,
Maine. I
MAINE WOODS, Phillips’ Maine.
for one. Edw. W. Clement, So. Smithfielcl, Me.

Game.

Grove's signature is on each box. 25c.

